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For 30 Years A Succ so
this Testimony then TRY IT
For Yourself.
4prietura Mos many lettere like this:
BETTER THAN QUININE.
Mr. M. M. Kesterson. Donley Co . Ark
ye: "I ean certify to the feet that Hushe
1101111C lathe boat chill tonic lever tried.
saineider it better than quluine..”
CURES CHRONIC CASES.
Wit. EI W. McDonald. Lanrel Hill. MiEUL,
:.‘Your Hughes' Toole for chills and
lag Dever failed yet and I haves) d
allnakarTofehronic ewes. I t cures the
Mate "









HEAD WHAT !WYE PEOPLE S.1.1";
-qiift..+Nweeltd Iter*...alkyrEag tr4r...ehec bnoulbeirale
taar:4'egarre cured otir hogs tell!. i It. and
do Ty0Ornmentl it to all parties to
be &wettable cure • preventive for cholera In
bogs."
It. W. Morrison, Owensboro, Ky.E. H. trroet.
.1. W. M. wield, ••
Geo. Smith, Livermore, K.,
JnO. H Blanton, Ivington. Ky
B T. Pawson. Masonvill . Ky.
K. L. Sullenger. Hartford. Ky.
W. C. Mc *inky. Felix of Hough. Ky.
John H. Field, Pleasant Ridge, Ky
H. M. Wood, Red Hill, Ky.
C. E. Taylor, Macedonia, Ky
Sam Burma, Omicron', Ky.
pour eye on this space for new en-
Mama pound boxes, sum...lent foi ten
twerle-Priee WO.
Address,
EAGLE HOG CHOLERA MEDICINE CO ,
Owenaboro, Ky.








Pullman BuffetTIS1 leepau Cars
FROM AND TO
ISVILLE, MEMPHIS, VICKSBURG,
BATON ROUGE, and NEW OR-
LEA.NS, via. M EMPH IS.
Old aid Desinble kite
TO •Ilt •ROY
Tart, Philadelphia, Baltlniore.
lacteal. 74orfolk, Old Point Comfort,
hutood. Buffalo, Cleveland,
dodo, Chicago, I edlanapolls,
Cincinnati, otlitiville.
RN & NORTHWESTERN POINTS
AN D
Vicksbueg, Raton Rouge, New
Mobile, Little Rock, Hot Springs,
to West Tennessee, Texas,
Mississippi, I ouiniane, and
st AND SOUTHWEST.
No I. No 2.5.
%fay Ex. Mail Ex.
2 53
:45 pm 6:01) am
3.14
  136 ti:i7
 1:12
1:25
sort . ... I:214 6:ts
ns  1:34 1P4S
nettle   1;44 6:5e
 1:57 7:12
  2:L5 7:31
 2: 7:47
  2:314 7:56
  2:46 8-05
No. No.
Mail Ex. Day E.




 "'AS I I :514






.... . 6:13 1:1*5
...... 6:".1 1:15
teal City,  Ar. 6:1U pm I
No. 4.
Day Ex.
antral City, Le. 5:0U 1:45
/be One ts thoroughly equipped and in firet-
eiseilliMIlakos, and prov Wen an excellent ar-
rot in time and througa ears. A
PRARUIIR is the time and convetsience
etamerity Mae Limited Express Trains ONLY
A HIGHTlii RIDE between Louisville and
Itenisahis, anti the beet and quickeat err% ice
between the wo cities ever offered.
Ter Looms Rates. Time Tables, and all de-
sired's/Ionisation apply to
011.0 MAGUNDER, ArentNotcrosvii.cy., k Y.
Or W.. H. PROL"TY.Gen'l Paesenger Agent.
LOUIS% ILLE. KY.
0. V. RAILWAY.
In effect November 21, IWO.
TRAIX• 0011110 SOUTH.
No. 1.
Be  II:30 ra
Ar  10-St a m
Ar  11):46 a m
Ai' organ deld  II:12a m
Ar DeKeveli 1.2:tr2 p
Ar !burgh' .  12:hi p
A r Marton  1 Oit p m











Ir Primate* OM a in 3 p m
A r Markle  7:01 ni ti:Je p m
Ar owes  7:51 a In 4:45 p II1
Ar DeiCnven ....... . . 11:61 a in 4:,16 p ni
At 14:40 a m p ni
Ar Coulee"  it:rsi a tic 5.5a p m
A r Psolleasoo . 10:2u a tri p in
A r II:23 a ft' 7 :tai p nt
Trate* Morganaeld fur Uniontown at
:Warn IP in.
These niontown for Morgunneld at
:SS a anal 5:46 p In.
no I, 2, acd 4 daily except Sun-
. Truins sand 6 Sunday only.
leaving Chicago at II :15 p m arrive,.
kle a m making direct connee-
Depot with Ohio Valley train
SIM arriving at. Hendernon 10:20
2:15 p tit, Paducah 3:31/ p
11:10p m game night.
OS C. O. & S. W., leaving Stern-
al:46a le arriving at Paducah at 12:45
PrintMiesill:50 p m , making direct con-
with Ohio Valley train No. 4, arriv-
al. iieludelinio at 6:21 p re w here rect con-
ies made in union depot with E.& T.
a& 1116p m, for % ,ncennes, Terre
Cincinnati, St LOtlis,
this arrangement the tray-
allbrded the quickest and
tiaabove named cities.
A. E. SHEIA DER,
ra. Suet. G. P. & T. A.
to $250 rv-1 A MONTH can.VAJ be made work-
Aipenta preferred who can fur-
sad give their whole time to the
Spare moment" may be profitably
Amu. A few vaeancies in towns
• Jelf4 V8431:14s CO., 1009 Main
Age and business expe-
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- - - - - - KENTUCKli
The following brands kept: Davits* County and
E. W. Worshani'm Peerless; Hill & Winstead's Silk
Velvet; Robernam County Corn Whisky; Andernon
Citunty Whisky; White corn Whisky; Rich Grain
Sour Mash Union County Whisky and Tennessee
Whiskies.




• "ROCK and RYE,"
and GIN




N. B.—Enclose Postal, hloey Orderor Cash
with your 3rder.
South :-: Kentucky :-: College
HOPKINSVILLE. &.ENTUCKY.
"g4 (31-ics ea I for- IBC 4c, till liab er." Me!. vs.
Spring Term Begins Tuesday January 21 1889.
First-class advantages.offered in English, Science, An
cient Languages, French, kierman, Music, Art, Telegraphy
Short-hand, Book-keeping, Type-writing and Norms
Course.
Entire-expenses of young ladies boarding at the college
irregular college classes—need not exceed $90 per tern, c
five months.; for young men boarding with Prof. Kuyk
dall more than $67.50 to $72.50. The business course- -
eluding Book-keeping, Telegraphy, Short-hand and Ty 1.,
writing. is under the direction of excellent teachers and ti
'most reasonable terms will be extended—much less than 1,,
regular Comm( reial Colleges
All practical edneational wants can be met at Soi: tl.
Kentucky College Far Catalogues, Circulars and Inforri a-
tion, Address,
JAMES E. SCOBEY, President.
or A. C. KUYKENDALL, VieP-President.
CentralellTobaccv.Warehousc,
Hopkinsville, Kentucky,
N. H. ABERNATHY, Proprietor.





Virgiuta Street, Bstween Nth mid Hopkinsville, Ky.
We will duplicate any monumental work put up in Christian county by any :o eiv
dealer and dincount their priest from 10 to 25 per rent
HERNDON & MAJORS,
(Successors to Natation, HaLuna
Tobacco _Salesmen.,
Crane Warehouse,
Solicits tile patronage of plapters and dealers everywhere. Liberal sa,
advances made on tobacco in store, or Bills of Lading in transit. All Moe,
co insured while in store unless writteo instructions not to insure. ?eat.
all tobacco to GRANGE WAREHOUSE.
Caldwell & Randle,
M A UFACTURERS OF
Galvanized Iron, Cornice, Window caps,
Cresiini, Till and '.1:te Um and Nide Wort A
—AND DEALERS IN—
Tinware, Glassware, Queensware, Outlery and Lamps.
f$1NTH STREET HOPKIAltelfILLE. KY.
W. G. WIIGKLEK. W. If. FA X011, Book-Keeper. Jolts N. mire.
"VST ssI ==r_t , 1..st Se CC.,
Toluca Warrinnsern, Conimissiell Merchant: & Grain Dealers.
StVENTH AND RAILROAD STREETS, HOPK IN/IV I LLE, KY.
Liberal advances made on consignment". All tobacco sent us covered by Insurance
NAT GA ITII E It, Manage:. JAMES WEST, galegmbe
PLANTERS WAREHOUSE
The Nat Gaither Co., Proprietors.
Tobacco Commission Merchants.
HOPKINSVILLE. - - - KENTUCKY.




M. II. N ELMO It W. DABNEY.
41,1sic.32. Eita.1333.403,-,
Tobacco and Grain Commission Merchants,
R. R. and I I th Ss. HOPKINSVILLE. KY.
Iva me made on Tobacco in store. All tobacco insured at coot of owDer
written instructions‘10 the contrary.
Robt. Wooldridge,
LIVERY, FEED AND SALE STABLE,
NINTH STREET NEAR DEPOT, HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
Safe horses and elegant turnouts.
golicited.
gar'Aiso orders taken for coal.
Patronage of commercial travelet •
Sealy Skin Diseases
Psoriasis 5 years.. covering fac•. head
and entire body with whlt• scabs.
Skin red itchy •nd bleeding. Hair
all gone Spent hundreds of dollars.
Pronounced incurable Cared by
Cutteura R.:merits*.
My (Reeser (peoriaelp, find droite out on my
left cheek. spnnitliug across my nose, aud al-
most eoverlud my Gee. It ran into my eyes,
and the d tysleian wort afraid I wouid lore
my eyi night altugeteer. It sdread eve
my heac, and my hair all ft-I1 out, until I was
entirely ba'd-head; It then broke out mate
my artful and eoulpers, uutil tny arms were
just one sore. It coved my entire body, my
Mee, bead, and 'shoulders Leine the worst
Tile the white meals fell come anti y from my
heed, shoulders, and arms; the skin soul,
thiC. en and •ery and would crack and
bleed if iseraMhed. After speuding many
it mired* of dollars. was proem tired I nen fable
I head of the Curicre Ras gut Es. end after
Keine two bottle*, l'UTIt't* RE it.ESoLVICSIT
I 140.411 .‘,.. a change; and aftel I had taken
four- istt: I sits almost cured; and u-he
1.11:44,1 nix butt rive of CUTI U It la IIKSOLVICNT
and totie dox of C UTICA RE, and One cake o
veg SOAP, I was Jured of the dreadiu
titian/. e from which t had suffered for five
year.. I th••ught the diKellY... won id I 4141VP
very deep sear. but the Cucic URIC It L11E1,1101
CnIed it withoutany sears I cennot exdre.
u It pen what I suffered before the Curl-
c rite Riolgtors. They staled my life, ant
I feel it my duty to recommend then'. My
hair is retored good ever, aud so is my eye
sight. I know of other. who have received
great denint froin their use.
M its. ItOsA K ELLY, Rockwell City , Mew
Cuticura Resolvent
The New Blood and Skin purifier and pure.
NMI best of Humor itemedits. rnally, and
Cent:URA, the great Skin Cure, and C UTICV-
KA SOAP, an Exquisite Skin beautifier, ex-
ternally, speedily, end permanently em, ev-
ery species of itching, burni tig, mealy, crust ti,
seha.irpc'ennidurtilottaill",:irh"
hiss of hair. from pimples to ecroftiht.
Sold everywhere l'rice,
SOA P. 2.14; Kitt4,01.V a:ST, II. Prepared by Ilit
P0TTItt InlUti AND eilkIlICALCOINPoRATION
Boston
1111111...Stelld for "Ho& to Cure Skin Litman-
es,- 64 pages, 5 illunteationit, and RIO testi-
monials.
pm PEES, ?Aiwa-heads, red n tugh,enapped,
• •mand oily skin prevented by CI:Till:RA
SOAP.
it IT STOP THE PAIN.Back ache, kidney pains. weak -nest, rtietimatism, and muscularPHEW' repeved in oue minuteri,v the Cutioura Anti Pain
Plastr. The Ord and only Instant 4.13,0U141
paitek !ling plasters.
ott's Pills




AND ALL BILIOUS DISEASES.
Sold Everywhere.





Next Door to Front Eutrance of
Court House,
Hopkin.avilie - Ky.
F4 It FNT—House tad lot on Bryan Street
near Clay.
Two-story (Pune dwelling, on 7th Street,
near Mrs Latham's, a is and brovenient,
good cistern garden ane its. A bargain to
a good tenant.
CITY PHOPERTi  FOR SALK.
314 acre lot South tilde ucetou Street
the of the finest reeldenee locations in the
eq. A great bargain.
I. lye lois corner of Princeton Street and
Jesup Avenue.
1,:t..seep tots near It, R. water leek.
Priueeton bridge. 111 nell am a whole ur in
The ice house property on lth street neat
Tee J. %V. Daniels lot on Liberty Street.
will be divided luto 4 or more lout.
Property 011 north side 9th Street, near de-
pot ie lots tomtit.. Good for residence, hotel
or buelnese
one of the moat desimble residences eu emit
7th street, large lot, 2 alleys, a slow house!,
out-bulldings, etc. Price 63,756.
one of the largest and best appointed reel-
dencem on South Main street, with etiout
acre lot, at burguin.
seven room house and all out building..
cistern and large lot, all in splendid repair,
worth We offer for $2.21U. Situated on
North Main Street.
Four room house and lot,51.4-90 feet,on Mouth
Virginia ntreet et a bergaiu.
The line M. Lewis lot on Ninth street,
*AIM feet, can be divided so as to make (I good
business Iota.
Lot ou Seventh street adjuluing New Era
office very cheap.
Five room house and outbuildings nearly
uew, with one of the attest iota on south Meiu
street. A bargain.
Acre lot with ouproventeute op south side
Princeton street very cheap.
FARM PROPh.RTY
6:P, acre farm tulles from Hopk ille'
on Pitintyru road Frame dwelliug; 5 rooms;
barn told stable. Will exclitsnge for city
property, or sell cheap.
Zet acre farts at Oak Grove, Ky. One of the
best and cheapist i • Southern Ken-
tucky.
st acres timber land, 4 in Pee west from oar-
r. tt.burg, adjoining Mrs. Martha King.
It2 acre term near Wan Fork 01 Pond
river. Gmal limestone laud and a bargain.
Fl ne 252 acre farm I Taylor county, Ky
trom Campbelleviiie; good *oil; fine
timber; stone d Wellies ; two teuentent houses
and all out buildings. Only $3,000
115 acre farm, on Sinking Fork bottom land,
well improved, adjoining farms of Judge Joe
lidcl'arroll. Finis Renslisw am! others
A cheap 50 acre farm, well improved, near
Pembroke.
140 scree land east side Cox Mill road. near
city limits
162 acre farm, flriely Improved with apieu-
did custom mill. 31,7 miles from Pembroke,
will sell at a bargain.
Floe farm of 240 acres, adjoi ming Ceruleat
Springs trart and extenCing tat depot. Farm
well improved, with ISO acres under g • od
fence, with plenty of good timber and water.
4 room house, twO tenement*, barn, stable
and orchard, Gou 1 tor wheat. i.l)tikee 0 Of
stock (Pan/ Kiel at a bargain
496 acre farm near Garrettsburg. Land
arse-ciasaatia farm well innsrovea. Every-
thing III good order. Price. $1 t,5u0, me-third
cash, b- lance 1 and 2 years at 6 per exec
140 acres w'rth dwellicg, barn, stables, wa-
ter and orchard, 10 *mat from city, and
throe miles from Furguson'n Store for ifY).
The finest little harlot. 135 acres, well Im-
proved, on I. A. & T. Refiroad, between Oak
(trove and Douglass Station, Chrintllan
Co. Ky. Brick dwelling of5 rocms, tobaeco
barn. and son equal to any in the Co.
RS acre farm known ay the Reuben Bol I tn-
Ter place, 2 miles from Pembroke. tme of
the best mpraved farms in the C1/11111V and
land very fine. A bargain offered le this
property.
The D. T. Certer 441 acre farm, one of the
finest In South Chriet Ian. Ilse every tosees.
sary nubstentiel improvement including or-
chard. One mile from Elmo and only three
miler from Railroad Delmt. To he sold en
division.
Ssale and retail tiade. We are the largemanufacturers in our line. Enclose two-
cent stamp. A permanent %A/AGES
positiori. No attention paid to 411
for wages, advertising, etc. 4.00meant cards. Money advancedCanton ial Manu turtng Co., PER DAY,
ALESME
We wish a few




oFfFicr, ST. 1A)1.14. MO. Special attention
x. even to sr' diseases or trouhles mal•
or ...tale. tri•rrte.t single, brtonirht
exposure, abuses. excesses or improprietery.
THE 01.0 DOCTOR,
1.7 1..4. or at the QM. e, free ot charge.
SorRoliable, Skillful Treatment Guaranteed.
Board and apartments furnished to those who
desire tamest cs•c. Send P. 0. samp tor
lam rte. Address letter•,
hr. Ward 01ea, III N. Sired. It. Lean, Pa.
D. L. JOinTsoii.
Attorney at Law,
Will practice In all the courts of t he com-
monwealth. Office upstaire in the McDaniel
block.
Especial &Dent*, 0 paid to the collection to
claims. deod&w.







OFFICE IN HOPPER BLOCK., sTailia
win practice In !the courts of Chrietlan
and adjoining euunilee. dam
e-̀'1711"ka
BY THE RIVER.
A Large Party el Young Pcaple l'a•s
A Hay at Red River Bridge.
The Most Successful Pic-Nic Excursion
of the Year—Everybody Ih•-
lighted With the Trip.
At a point just half way between
11011k insville and Navitville on the
L. & N. It. It , a high bridge spans a
beautiful and verdant valley through
which Red River flows over a rocky
bed. A few hundred yards above
this trestle is a beautiful grove of
dense shade trees through the inter-
vening boughs of which the lances of
sunlight can not pierce even at noon
On either side, the hills and bluffs
rise abruptly, and from the base of a
steep cliff to the south so the 101
slopes gently into the rivers boeom
Nature seems to have designed this
spot for the usem to which it wad put
yesterday, and she never fashioned a
more romantic anti secluded nook
But the work of man has lent some-
thing to tbe effect aud contributed no
little to die ietiery by blending witi
it th triumphs of his own
mind and hie powerful imple-
ments of civilization. Looking
down the river from the shady
grove one catches through the foliage
aud branches of the trees an occasi-
onal glimpse of the huge white stones
of the piers which support the tres-
tle, oue hundred freet over her', and
the solitude and silence of the sut-
roundings are broken ever and anon
by the scream of the locomotive and
the rumble anti roar of the Dello)
speeding the world's commerce over
its iron grooves.
When the sun looked through the
clouds which partially hid his bril-
liant face Friday morning, he
found a gay, glad assemblage at the
Hopkinsville depot. This wit+ the
day to which the hearts and hopes of
the young people had looked for sev-
eral weeks with bright anticipations:
This the day for the long expected
Red River pic nic. At five o'clock
the Hopkinsville accommodation
drew to the platform and to it was at-
tached the car chartered by the
young men for this occasion. With
light hearts and heavy baskets, with
joyous laughtel and bright faces, all
filed into the car and a few moment')
later the happy journey had begun.
At Casky several young ladies joined
the crowd, which was further aug-
mented by several additions at Guth-
rie. Long before reaching this poiut
the clouds which drifted threatening-
ly over the face of the sun, had been
dissipated, and au-ideal day became a
fact.
The dew was yet upon the grass,
and the waving fields under the tie-
ing sun gleamed with their morning
jewels.
Hopkinsville pic-nickers dis-
embarked with their teffecto on ihe
south side of the river and were soon
making themselves comfortable un-
der the spreading trees that hung
over its waters. A fire was quickly
kindled front the dried branches, aud
hot coffee with other substantial edi-
bles heartily partaken of. After a
bountiful breakfast thc young people
found various ways and meatus of
amusing themeelves.
Every iuviting retreat upon the
was occupied by groupm
or couples who found in the society
of each other enjoyment and comfort
in keeping with the glories of the
looming and grandeur of the scenery.
At trine o'clock a half dozen young
men who had provided themselves
with a twine and costumes walked in-
to the cool and inviting water, and
under the competent direction of Mr.
W. A. Wilgus, who stood upon the
bank, ',petit an hour in the fruitless
effort to drag fish from the river.
Soon wearying of this unprofitable
labor, they abandoutd it and reture
ed to their compaiii011S.
A bounteous feast was then served
upon cleths epread under the great
neheli trees. The healthful and Patin-
Outing exercise of the morning
proved a powerful apetizer, and it goes
without saying that the repast was
heartily enjoyed.
The afternoon was long, but time
seemed never is! rapid in its flight.
It hung not heavily upon a single
heart there. The shade was so cool;
the breeze') that swept through the
gently waving branches over head,
ho sweet, the music of the river roll-
ing over ita rocky bed, breaking and
whirling about the great stone piers,
so conducive to day dreams and ro-
manee, that there was not one who
did not leave the spot dear, from the
atisosiations of a single day, with re-
gret The return, was as pleasapt as
the journey had been aud the hearts
were as light as when fifteee hours
before they had boarded the car.
The young meu encouraged by the
success of the first Red River excur-
sion have about decided to make it an
annual eveut, in which ease every
year will hold vomething to look for-
ward to.
Too much praise can not be accord-
ed to Mr. Charlet! Anderson. 'I o his
close attention and systematic MAU-
agernent of the details of the affair Is
due much of the success which at-
tended the event. And the chape-
rone» by their kindness, their courte-
sy and their attention contributed in
no small measure to the pleasure of
the occasion, and bound to themselves
forever the Iriendehip and esleeni of
those who were under their care.
They were: Mr. and Mrs. W. A
IS'ilgus, Mrs. J. C. Buckner, Mrs.
Clarence Anderson, Mrs. Nat.
er, Mrs. Hunter Wood, Mrs. M. II.
Nelson.
W here the Money Goes.
WASHINGTON, D. C., June 14.—In
the course of some remark' on the
conference report on the urgent defi-
ciency pension appropriation bill,
Representative Henderson of Iowa ill
the House made the following state-
ments of the appropriation made by
the preisent House for the benefit of
the eoldiere:
Regular pension bills, $98,427,461;
urgent deficiency, $21,613,009; mot-
diers' home 'deficiency), $81,009; ar-
tificial limb» (deficiency), $80,000;
pay aud bounty claims, $1,123,629;
soldiers' homes, $2,601,76.5; aid for
State homes, $400,000; artificial limbs
$402,000; pay and bounty claims,
$6e0,000; expenses pension office, $2,-
439,150; records and penition division
of the War Departuieut, $1i37,270;. act
for total helplessness, $4.5,000; gene-
ral pension act, $35,000,000; urgent
defieiency, $3,708,838. Total $167,-
419,731.
Dr. Nouree.
Rev. \V. L. Nourse, of this city, is
in receipt of the following self-ex-
plauatory letter from Mr. D. N. Ken-
nedy, secretary of the Hoard of Direc-
tors of the Southwestern Presbyter-
ian University:
S. W. P. UNIVERSITY,/
CLARENDON, June 13, 1h90.
Bev. W. L. :Course, HopkIneville,
Ky.:
DEAR SIR AND illtoTHER:—I have
the pleasure of informing you that
the Board of Directors of the South--
western Presbyterian University, at
their lite meeting, conferred upon





Gathered and Given to the Public Just
UM it WAY Found.
The tentleney of magazine poetry
is towards the obscure, and majori-
ty of the poen a we find iu the lead-
ing periodicals seem to have been con-
structed by mathematical rules. They
arike the average reader as having
been written, not in a moment of in-
spiration, not at a time when the
soul of the writer is stirred by the
divine afiattne but just written as a
wan would write a business letter,
as a mathematician would demon-
strate a difficult problem, as au ar-
chitect would the plan for a super-
structure. It is chiefly the echolars
who write poetry for the periodicals,
and their productions are abstract
theories and phil000phical treat-
ies upon obscure subjects, clothed in
what they are pleased to call "verse."
A person tioes uot wish to study
astronomy in verse, or worthy with
rhymer la seeking information
upon scientific subjects. If a sci-
entist has a theory, or an antiqua-
rian au idea worthy the attention of
the reading public, it is certaiuly
worth preventing iu prose, that it may
be more clearly underatood and more
thoroughly grasped. Instead of this,
howevtr, we often find these ecien-
tic dreamers inducting their obscure
ideas into the magazines in the form
of poetry.
Santee Whitemub Riley never a-,-
pired to the dignity or greatness of a
scholar, but there is more of nature
and true genial sientiment in one of
his little dialect poems which float
and drift through the press, like a
broken spar upon the Ocean, than iu
all the muddy rhetoric and doubtful
similes which are found in your mod-
ern magazine stuff.
Virginius Hutelien, one of the old-
est and most polished journalists in
Southweeteru Kentucky is shortly to
issue a book of otiginal prose and
poetic work. His style is charte and
pure, he haa a wide range of informa-
tion at his comtuand. Here is a mpe-
cimen of hie editorial work written
at a time when the European ques-
tion was agitating the public mind:
"It is believed by a majority of peo-
ple that there will be a great war
soon, in which a number of the na-
tions of, Europe will join and we take
occasion now to give some views
on the war in general terms. The
great poets of ancient mediaeval and
modern times by the magic of their
verse. have thrown around Mars an
aureola of glory, and the glamour of
pride. With what delight the youug
mind devours the semi-fictions of
Homer, the Blind Bard of Scio, de-
tailing the deeds of the plumed war-
rior, Greek Achilles—how it drinks
in the heorism of Leonidas and his
immortal three hundred iu the un-
battled piles of Therwopalae, the
marches of Napoleon over the enou
and over the frozen wastes of Ituesis,
in the ancient domains of the Norse
kings, and in the shadows of Mem-
non mid the Egyptian pyramide, the
historic pictures of Hannibal and his
hosts that hung like tetupests of hea-
ven on the acelivAies of the Alps, the
thrilling stories of first anti last Ma-
nassas, Lee in the Wilderness and Sol
feriuo and Chickamauga! The boy
burns the miduight lamp to cou the
classic pages which detail the Hel-
lenic wars and the siege of Troy—the
man cannot read the crimson chron-
icles of the Romeo Triumivirates
without kindling the martial tire that
slumbers in his spirit. But draw
aside the dazzling drapery that imagi-
nation has thrown over him, and war
stands exposed grim-visaged, iron-
hearted, with features like the veiled
prephet Khorassan "horribler than
hell e'er traced on his own brow,"
hie brawny hands dripping with fra-
Lerma' gore, and his demonifte laugh-
ter sounding like the commingling
of the cry of the starving orphan and
the moan of the woman who knows
that her best beloved one, gashed and
mangled, is food for the gaunt wolf
where the cold moon looks down upon
a deserted and silent battlefield. The
wise ruler exhausts every means of
averting the dread calamity of war
and the chaplet binding the brow of
the hero of peace is greener and
brighter than the laurels of Cyrus or
Alsxander, or the barbaric Tamer-
lane, who sent an awful shudder
down the dim aisles of the ages
by erecting a ghastly pyramid of
seventy thoueand human skulls. Let
poets sing as sweet as Lesbian Sap-
pho's voice by memory's haunted pil-
low, and orators declaim sweet as the
shepherd's pipe and grand as that
eloquence which shook Cecropia'e
pillared state to hide the repulitive
tenemetits of Mars, but truth, swift
as a scimitar's flash, rends his die-
guise, and Christian man must turn
from the blood-stained god in hot ror.
II that one of Alb:ou's greatest sons
has styled the remnant of the angel
still in the fallen luau, shudders when
the miud conjure up but the phantom
of war, and the pure heart touched by
the wand of sympathy grows faint
and sick in anticipating the carnage
that may ere long be drenching with
life's crimson tide ebbing from French
and German bosoms, the ensanguin-
ed plains in the sweet valley of the
Rhine.  The feuds
of crazy kings must be atoned by
hecatomb' of dead and bleeding men
and tears of women and sufferings of
orpate.  The dark,
dark eloud is lowering over Germany
and France at this hour, but thestorm
may burst over all Europe, when we
may look for battles compared to
which Austerlitz and Eylau and Get-
tysburg anti Shiloh were but as the
ancient strifes with catapult and bat-
tle ax and mpear.•'
Billy Sterrett, formerly editor of
the Central City Republican, later
editor aud proprietor of the Whites-
villa Colonel, is the wild, ingeniouit
and imaginative reporter si ho per-
petrated the great midnight duel
"fake" upon the usually sober and
monotonous Courier-Journal. Ster-
rett was, as a matter of course, fired
for his pains, but thoee who know
him best kuow how little he cares.
He has drifted over the entire coun-
try in the capacity sf tramp printer,
editor, reporter, poet, etc. He was
raised in a printing office and drew
in a love of printers ink with his first
breath. If Sterrett's application had
been equal to his genius he would at
tide time hold a lucrative and respon-
bible poeition on some great newepa-
per. But he's erratic and irrepressa-
ble and breake out at intervals with
such odd freaks as the "duel among
the tomb's" At the meeting of the
Young Men's Editorial Association
held in Bowling Green last fall he
read a paper giving a vivid and
graphic hietory of his journalistic
experience at Central City. It is un-
derstood that he now threatens to af-
flict the public from the lecture plat-
fonu.
-r
I NOT IN THE CONTRACT.
Mks Marion Naomi* Refuses te Obey
the Colonised ef Her Manager.
bite Objects to Being Phot‘ igra plied in
Tights, and in Consequence
May be Diecharged.
NEW Vont:, June 19.—Misa Marion
Menotti, who impersonates the impe-
cunious nobleman in tights and tin-
sel in "Castles in the Air," is in dis-
tress, because she refuses to be photo-
graphed in tights. Some time4 ago
Manager Benjamin Stevens, of De
Wolf Hopper's Compeny, eonceived
the idea Wet sseild be an excellent
thing for tuauagerial standpoint to
have the various members of the
company photographed in the cos-
tumes worn by them in "Castles in
the Air." DeWolf Hopper himself,
as the fantastic Judge Filacouder, to-
gether with Repito, his clerk, imper-
sonated by Alfred Klein ; Anna Keefe,
as Victorine; Elvis Crox, as Louise,
and all the other principals of the
company, save one, marched dutiful-
ly to the photographer's studio and
went through the necessary ordeals
Only oue of the chorus, Miss Emma
Miller, objected, but she finally ac-
ceded. Miss Manola positively re-
fused to be photographed in tights.
The persuasive powers of the manag-
er were vainly exertde lu the endea-
vor to induce her to change her mind.
Miss Menotti says: "I am not pru-
dish and I am net likely to be made
to appear so. I have no objection to
wearing tights on the stage; that is a
part of the buiduess of my profession
and I have been frequently forced to
don tighte in the impersonation of
characters for which I have been
cast. But it is this, don't you see?
I object to being photographed in
such a costume. I never was so phia•
tographed but once and that was in
"Boccaccio." tried to avoid that,
but was overruled, and even after the
photograph was taken I asked the
photographer to destroy the negative.
Ile promised to do so, but he did not,
for I saw pictures of myse'f in the
coetume afterward in shop windows
and elsewhere. I said then I would
never be photographad iu tights again
and I wou't. My ehief objection is
this, that I have a youn; daughter
only 10 years old, and I don't want
her to see pictures of her mother
shop-windows in such costumes as
that I am now wearing. Then, again
it is not in my contract that I should
be photographed in costume." Miss
Manola continued: "I don't think
they can compel me to be photograph-
ed, and I won't, that's all there is in
it."
She intimated that she would resign
from the cowpony sooner than aban-
don the positiollisehe had taken. In
the first act of "Csioles in the Air"
she wears a sort of Don Caeear
zan costume, and then that of a Span-
ish eavilier. Later on in the opera
she dons a white caviller costume.
Mr. Stevens, when questioned, Kaki
it was siniply a tuatter of business
with him. He should insist that she
accede to his requeet and would bear
of no refusal. It was a part of her
duty to be guided in the matter by
him. If Miss Staisola persisted iu
her refusal her services est a
of the opera company would be dis-
peneed with.
A MANIA FOR M.A (IRVING.
Handeome Charles I °rim,/ Busily En-
gaged Dodging Bigamy Prosecu-
tions and Laying Himself
Liable to Others.
C II ICAOo, June 18.—Charles J.
Loring, a handsome Englishman, is
wanted here on charges of bigamy.
Loring has a mania for marrying.
He came to this country about five
years ago and brought with him a
wife. Her name was Esther. Ile
was connected ith the Electric
Light Company in Lake View, aud
though living with Esther made love
to Aurelia Anderson, the daughter of
a Swedish! candy maker, 'who lived
near the headquarter') of Vie Electric
Light Company. In August laat the
pair eloped to Mendota, where they
were married. Aurelia was deserted
in a short tirue.
Soon after Loring's disappearance
dispatches from New Orleans stated
that the people in a small Louisiana
town were looking for a man named
Charles J. Loring. The village had
ordered au electric light plant, and
Loring acted as the agent. He dis-
appeared with the belle of the village
and about $3,000 that bad been collec-
ted from subscribers. Loring fled
with the money and girl to Eutope
and mpent the mosey with prodigal
hand. When Eugland was reacked
hie ',ley was gone. He met there
Fl euce Smith, the daughter of an
E farmer. Ile represented
himself to her as a wealthy Yankee
traveling for pleasure, and she readily
consented to become wife. lie
eecured a good part of her father's
possessions and they came to Chica-
go. A fifth wife, whose name is not
known, lived with him a short time
in Lake N'iew, but what has become
of her is not known.
When Esther heard of Loring's ar-
rival in Chicago with Florence Smith,
she secured warraute for his arrest
and that of Miss Smith. Loring tied,
but has been located jn a city in the
Southwest, and the police have sent
a Wall after him. Miss Smith was
left here without a cent, but ie beSig
cartel for by an English woman who
knew her the in old country.
Dyspepsia and Liver Complaint.
Is it not worth the small price of
75 cents to free yourself of every
mymptoni of these distressing com-
plaints, if you think so call at our
store anti get a bOttle of Shiloh's
Vitalizer. Every bottle has a priuted
guarantee on it, use accordingly, and
if it does you no good it will cost you
nothing. Sold by WYLY vSt BURNETT.
The McKinley Bill
The Philadelphia Telegraph, a Re-
publican papers Maya: "When the
McKinley bill was promulgated tha
the people for the first time were
made to understand that the fat fried
out of the specially protecte rms,
corporations, combines and usts W114
to be returned, aud that it s to be
got by Congress frying it out of theni.
If Olio McKinley bill should become
a law these is not a poor devil of a
citizen from one end of the country
to the other who will not be put into
the pan and placed over the coals in
order that he may contribute his item
of fat to the great quantity which is
to be returned to those who eupplied
the campaign grease of 188S.
"The most disinterested and fair
minded man, Republican or Demo-
crat, may go up aud down the NIc-
Kiniey list anti find thereon not a
single thiug added to or taken from
the present tariff 'schedule which has
not been added to or taken front it for
the benefit and behoof of representa-
tives of special interests. The entire
scheme rests upon no other or better
principle than that of returning their
fat to the manufacturers, or of help-





The Duluth orator's Joke on Quinine
Jim.
Many stories are told about Proctor
Knott's career in the House. He was
undoubtedly one of the brightest
men who ever came to Congrese from
Kentucky. His Duluth speech reads
almost like an inspiration. He is as
ready with his pencil as with his
tongue. He is a born artist, as well
as a born orator. The light and shade
in hie drawings equal the light and
shade in his speeches. In long and
wearisome debates he amused him-
self by sketching scenes in the
House. He could take a pen and ink
photograph in three minute» that
would be recognized by every mem-
ber on the floor.
In the Forty-fourth Congress he
had the well-known Jim McKenzie
for &colleague. Jim is fully as bright
as Proctor Knott, but lacks Knott's
artistic gift with the pencil. One day
in a dull debate Knott sketched a lit-
tle pond surrounded by a fence. The
pond' was filled with ducks. Ile
drew a jackass w hose heat, was
stretched over the fence looking at
the ducks.
He had hardly finished the sketch
when a little page came dowu the
aisle. The boy caught a glimpse of
the picture. The pages were always
eager to secure Mf. Knott's draw-
ings.
"Oh, please, Mt. Knott," said the
lad, "may I have that sketch."
"Yes, my boy," the Keutncky Con-
gressman replied, "you're welcome
to it."
The boy thanked Mr. Knott and
rushed down the aisle with the sketch
in hie hand. As he neared its mouth
Jim McKenzie caught his hand and
said:
"Here, what's that. Lets gee what
you've got."
The boy passed him the sketch. He
gazed at it and smiled. Then he
wrote beneath the picture. "Proctor
Knott fishing for ducks."
The page seemed hurt. He ran
back to the author of the sketch and,
with tears in his eyes, said: "Ob.
Mr. Knott, eee what Mr. McKenzie
done to your sketch." .
Knott took the drawing and read
McKenzie's explanation of it. As
quick as a flash the lead peucil came
from his pocket. He leaned forward
upon his desk and drew an accurate
picture of himself standing on the
inside sf the fence. l'tider his pen-
cil a fishing rod quickly appeared in
his hand with a float or "(Jobber,"
near the ducks. Then lie amended
Jim McKenzie's description as fol-
lows: "And his friend Jim McKen-
zie looking on." This made the whole
legend read: "Proctor Knott fishing
for ducks, and his friend, Jim Mc-
Kenzie, looking on."
The page started down the aisle,
and was again stopped 14y Jim Mc-
Kenzie. He glanced at KnottSe ad-
ditional handiwork and threw up
both hands. A minute later they
were both on the way to the restau-
rant, while the page was retailing the
incident to his fellows.
Annual Election of Teachers.
The annual election of teachers for
the public schools during the ensuing
terni Was held Friday. Every
nitnaThee-- ssisselee Selmol Board was
preeent. The report of the cotimitt-
tee appointed to read the examination
papers was heard, aud the election
proceeded witli. The result was the
election by the Board of all the old
teachers, with the exception of Misses
Lucy McDaniel and Lillian Bush,
and Mrs. Harrison. Mieses Nannie
Barbour, Mary Bell and Albertine
Wallis were elected to the • acancies.
Without disparaging the talents and
accomplishments of any one, the fact
that the selections are eminently
wisie and proper, is apparent.
Oh, What A Cengit.
VII I heed the warning? The
‘13,)/1 !).1.41.11)0 of the sure approach
of that mors terrible dieease, Con-
outuption. Ask yourselves if you
can afford, for the sake of saving 50
cenbi, to run the risk aud do nothing
for it. We know from experience
that Shiloh's Cure will Cure your
Cough. It never fails. This explains
why more than 3 Million Bottles
were sold the past year. It relieves
Croup and Whooping Cough at once.
Mothers do not be without it. For
Lame Back, Side or Chest, use
Shiloh's Porous Plaster. Sold by
WYLY dr BURNETT.
John Young Brown's Speech.
The following is an extract from the
famous speech made in Congress by
Hou. John Youug Brown, twelve or
fifteen years ago, in which he liter-
ally skinned old Ben Butler:
" Mr. Speaker: The South is
broken. It lies in helplessness and
despair, with homes dilapidated, vil-
lages wasted—its people bankrupt,
Is there nothing in that situation to
touch you with pity? If your mag-
nanimity cannot be touched, will
you not be moved by some senee of
justice? By a conspiracy between
the Attorney Geueral and Kellogg,
and a drunken Federal judge,the sov-
ereignty of a State was overthrown.
The usurpation has been perpetuated
since by bayouets. But recently, oue
of your generals entered the legislat-
ive halls, as Cromwell entered the
English Parliament with Col. Pride,
and ruthlesely expelled the occu-
pants. Onward and onward as you
go, in defiance of the sentiment of the
country, without pity and without
justice, remorselesely determined, it
seems, to drive the Southern people
to destruction, tc give their roofs to
the flames and their flesh to the
eagles. A Federal general steps on
the seene, aud sends a dispatch to the
world that the people of the State are
banditti. We have heard it echoed
eleewhere that they were thieves and
murderers and night-riders. The
clergy of that State—Jew and Gen-
tile—have denied it. The business
men and Northern residents have de-
nied it. A eonitnittee of your owo
House—a majority being' Republi-
cans—has given its solemn and em-
phatic contradiction, and nailed the
slander to the counter.
" Now, what should be said, if that
accusation should come from one—I
speak not of men, but of language
will4c the rules of this House—if
that 4ccusation against that people
should come from one who is out-
lawed in him own home from respect-
able society, who is the champion,
and has been on all occasions, of
fraud ; who is the apologist of thieves;
who is such a prodigy of vice and
meanness that, to describe hini, im-
agination would sicken and invective
would exhaust itself. In Scotland,
years ago, there was a man whoee
trade was murder, anti he earned his
livelihood by [selling the bodies of his
victims for gold. lie linked hie name
to hie crime, and to-day, throughout
the world, it is known as ' Burking.'
" This man's name was linked to
his crimes, and to-day, and through-
out the world, it is known as Bunk-
ing. If I were to desire to express all
that was puaillanimous in war, in-
human in peace, forbiddiug in mor-
als, and infamous in politics, I should
call It Butlerizing!'' (Sensation.)
• :::4
THE LAYING OF TRACK.
It is Pregressirg at a Lively kate Is
The Southern States.
What the State Maps Blade Five
Years From Now Will bitow.
The Baltimore it Ohio Railroad
Company at its monthly meeting, re-
ported an increase of net earnings
during the past seven months ever
the corresponding time last year of
$1,154,499. The net increase in April,
1590, compared with April, 1889, is
$140,151. The company contemplates
changing the immense sepair shops
at Mt. Clare in Baltimore, into erec-
tion shops, which will give anew im-
petus to that place, which, cf late, has
borne a rather deserted appearance.
Work is progressing very
on the Ohio este-841,4i of the Norfolk
& Weetsro Railroad, which was re-
ferred to in the construction column
at the time contracts were let. It is
stated that nearly 5,000 men are en-
gaged in construction of this line,
which is 191 miles long. The work,
in some parts, is very difficult. At
the headwater* of the Twelve Pole
River, in West X'irgiuia, there is a
tunnel over a third of a mile long.
The contracts call for the completion
of the road by June 1, D041.
The route of the Georgia, Tennessee
& Illinois Railroad has not yet been
definitely decided upon. Several sur-
veys have been matle—one from Tal-
lapootta, tic, to l'hattanooga via Cave
Springs; another is now being run
from Tallapoosa to Tecumseh, Bluff-
too, Rock Run, Cedar Bluff, Fort
Payne aud Stevenson, Ala. A letter
was received from Mr. J. H. Plum-
mer, of Tallapoosa, secretary of the
company, in which he states that the
permanent organisation of the com-
pany has been effected, and enough
stock subecribed to the enterprise to
insure its' success.
A rumor that the Louisville ix
Nashville Railroad Company is nego-
tiating for the Little Rock 4 Mem-
phis Railroad, is causing considera-
ble speculation as to the company's
Intentions. Thie will be the first time
that either of the great Eaetern com-
panies, the Louisville & Nashville or
the Richmond & West Point Termin-
al, has ventured west of the Miss's-
eippi. With one or two notable ex-
eeptions, they have secured every-
thing worth having In the South, east
of the Father of Waters, but hereto-
fore the Goulds, the Missouri, Kansas
& Texas, and the Atchison, Topeka&
Santa Fe have had it pretty much to
themselves on the other side.
At the rate work is progressing lit-
tle time will elapse before the Maris
etta & North Georgia Railway, and
its northern extension, the Knoxville
Southern, will be united, thus mak-
ing a very direct line from Atlanta to
Knoxville, the Western & Atlantic
completing the gap between Marietta
and Atlanta. The gauge of the Ma-
rietta & North Georgia is also being
widened, and the entire line will be
standard gauge by July let. The
company has &charter granted by the
last Georgia Legislature for an exten-
sion from Marietta to Atlanta, and It
is not unlikely that if will soon have
i ts own.---resa -
points. In connection with the nox-
iiille, Cumberland Gap & Louisville
Road, which ha,s largely the salmi
ownership, there will be a conti
ous and direct line between Middles-
borough & Atlanta.
A New York dispstch states! that a
new trans-continental scheme ie un-
der way, which will take in the South
on its route, instead of the more cen-
tral portion of the country. Calvin
S. BiSce and Gen. Thomas, of the
East Tennessee, Virginia & Georgia,
and Collis P. Huntington, of the
Southern Pacific, are said to be at the
head of the project. The plans are
not only a change, as far as this con-
tinent is concerned, but even affects
the Pacific Mail Steamship Line, the
terminus of which it is proposed to
'mike San Francisco, instead of Ta-
coma, Wash., as is now the case. The
route of the new line is said to extend
through Baltimore, Cinciunati, Chat-
tanooga, Birmingham, Meridian,
New Orleans and the other citiee
along the system of the Richmond &
West Point Terminal.
From present appearances, this
year will be noted in the history of
the South aa one of railroad exten-
sions, says the Manufacturers' Ree-
ord. of Baltimore. Not only are
nearly all the truuk lines building
feeders and abort connections that
enable them to give and receive
traffic from other great railroads, but
they are also puehing their main lines
to points at some distance from their
present termini. If this movement
continues unabated for the next five
yeirs, the maps made at the end of
that , time of many of the States
will show that they are as well grid-
ironed with roads as are Ohio and
Illinois. A gratifying fact in connec-
tion with this extension movement is
that very large areas of country that
have never before had railroad facili-
ties will be opened up to travel and
trade, and the development of their
natural resources of every kind will
circulate a great deal of money in
communities which now see very lit-
tle of that useful article.
HIS W ARNING.
The Sad Fate of a Young Cigarette
Smoker.
No form of tobacco is so danger-
ous as tl:at found ia cigarettes, be-
cause the nicotine of the smoke is
taken unfiltered and undiluted Into •
the lunge. Even if the paper in
whieh they are roiled is not poison-
ous, the tobacco within is sure to be.
Not loug ago a choirister boy of St.
Mary's Church, Brooklyn, died in St.
John's Hospital. lie was bright boy
anti an exquisite singer, and had
many Wends. This is hie story, as
he told j‘t to his mires.:
He cepfesaed that his dirat..,, of
dropsy 'in the legs, had originated
from cigarette-smoking. Some days,
he said, he smoked twenty cigarettes.
As he continued to smoke, the ap-
petite grew upon him with such force
that he eould not withstand it, and
it began to affect his health.
"But why," asked the nurse,
"didn't you stop when you began to
see the results?"
"Oh, I couldn't," he replied. "I I
could not get them I almost sent
wild. I could think of nothing tier.
I worked extra hours, instead of
spending my regular wages for cigar-
ettes, so that my graudinother might
not ettepect me. For mouths I kepi.
uP the habit, though I knew it wan
killing ine. Then, all of a 'whit t
I seemed to fu'l to pieces."
During all his sofierinp lie us
forgot what had broug:it him to
condition. A fe w days befor
t:cath, he called the mime to hi
side, and said he thought he
lived in Vain if only those
are 'sill living would only
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Tom Stanford Interior Journal
indulges in the following bit of
pisosantry at the expense of an old
Mond of ours: "Sam Gaines, having
been defeated for deputy appellate
clerk, is seeking revenge by writing
y. will be sorry be-
Sam is through w the
racy didn't give him all
THE Democrats of Hart county
have nominated Governor Buckner
attlimar Candidate for delegate to the
OIMMItutional Convention. This is
as It should be, for there is not a bet-
ter man in the State, nor one who
will more carefully guard the inter-
eels of the people of the whole Com-
monwealth.Each county should emu-
late the example of Hart, and send
its best man to the convention.
IT is thought that the uational
bankruptcy bill will will soon come
up ia tbe House for consideration.
The friends of the measure believe
that they have a safe majority in the
House and hope they may be litleee88-
ful in the Senate, although the feel-
ing in the Senate is much less friend-
ly than in the House. The till has
been very carefully drawn, and will
benefit both debtors and creditors all
over tbe country and encourage wide
trade relations.
THERE Is a great deal of eomplaint
in Louisville and several other cities
about the neglect of the ceusue enum-
tors. It is charged that the enum-
erstars have failed to secure hundreds
of names in many districts that they
have gone over, and that, as the law
requiree the census to be completed
by the middle of June in cities hav-
ing a population of more than 10,000,
it will be well-nigh impossible to
have the slip-shod and iiscomplete
seturne preeerly corrected.
A CIRCULAR has been issued by the
Census Bureau to the effect that the
counties of Andereon, Clark, Devices,
and McCracken, in this State, have
been selected for the purpose of
making a special investigation of real
estate indebtedness in Kentucky.
Just why these four counties should
la selected is not explained. It is
hard to see how anything like accu-
rate statistics of the real eetate
isdebtedness of the State can be
gathered from investigations made in
four counties.
TAMMANY HALL recognizes that
eternal vigilance is the price of suc-
eees in politics. and is establishing
in each Legislative district in New
ork city what are called "Kieder-
MP for the
glebe( instructions the workings
the new ballot law. The Tamma-
ers say that many voters are
be disfranchised simply from
failure to understand the operations
of the secret ballot system, and to
prevent this they are establishing
these schools for instruction.
THE Tennessee Republicans are
very much displeased with Harrison
on account of his appointments to
oak* in that State. At the recent
convention in Nashville resolutions
indorsing Harrison's administration
were voted down by an overwhelming
majority. Similar action has been
taken at a number ot conventions in
the State, one of them being the
Rutherford county convention, held
at the home of Carter B. Harrison, a
United States Marshal and a brother
of the President.
• tiO*D national bankrupt law, like
the Torrey bill, is demanded as a
iamb needed and legitimate protec-
tion. alike for unfortunate debtors
shad their unfortunate creditors. The
business men all over the country are
unanimous in asking that Congress
shall pees a bankruptcy law at this
session. Boards of trade, chambei
of commerce, and other organizations
of busineas men in every State in the
Union have passed resolutions favor-
ing such slaw, and have forwarded
memorials to that effect to Congress.
III. to be hoped that Congress will
not adjourn without passing this
widely demanded and much needed
law.
THE proposition to erect by popu-
larzrription at Cumberland Gapequestrian statues of Gene-
rals R. E. Lee and U. S. Grant, the
former looking North and the latter
looking South while each extends a
hand to the other, appears to be meet-
ing with great favor throughout the
South. A telegram troy/1J. M. Brooks
and A. A. Arthur, of the committee
organized at Middlesborough, Ky.,
states that $15,000 has already been
subscribed, and that the movement
has taken the country by storm. The
idea is a very good one, and if it can
be carried out will be a grand testi-
tat to the fraternal feeling and
of the people North and
th.
Ararritee pension bill was paesed
by the lower House of congress on
Wednesday. This bill provides that
pensions shall be paid to all dependent
parents who had sous in the Federal
army during the civil war and to all
sokliers who served as long as three
months who have since the war been
disabled from any cause which pre-
vents them from earning a support.
This will add 250,000 more names to
the pension list, and no longer will
the hungry cormorants,who could not
trace their alleged disabilities to ser-
vices in the army, have to look on
enviously while their more favored
brethren dm, fat pensions from theUnited States Treasury.
PROSIDENT HARRISON and Vice
Went Morton aresaid to be con-
chagrined and mortifed by
palmed upon them by the
yterian Synod at NeW York, on
former for _drinking liquor and
leiter for selling it. And Poetmes-
ieneral Wanamaker is reported
proportionately gratified fat re-
in the Synod's commendation
temperance. President Har-
twig never been a total abstainer
always been moderate In his
ace in liquors, and the hos-
of the times and the etiquette
lel position demand the
ine his guests with din-
the Synod's censure was
entirely out of place, KO
resident is concerned.
Morton runs a bar
the betel hieh he





THE suspension of the payment of
claims against the State, for want of
funds in the treaeury, hes brought
forth an occurrence unprecedented in
the history of Kentucky. Governor
Buckner, in order to Protect the
Shancial credit and honor of the
Stale, has offered to deposit in bank a l
sufficieut sum, out of his private!
funds, to enable the treasury to meet
0 e demands of She creditors of the
State, until the payments rnto the
treasury during July aud August will
enable the State to resume payments
from its owu reeourves. His offer
has beeu accepted, and all who
have Claims against the State
Treaeury will be paid at once,
and the credit of the State
will thus be protected. It is
believed that at least t50,000 will be
neeeseary to tide over the deficit un-
til August, but whatever sum may be
needed, however, our generous and
patriotic Governor intends to supply
-aud charge the State no interest for
the use of the money-in order that
the good name of Kentucky may not
be tarnished by even a temporary
suspension of payment of ite credit-
ors. Hundreds of persons who
would have had to wait at leaet two
months for their money, or else dis-
count their claims, can now get their
their money right away. Gov-
eruor Buckner is a generous,
whole-souied and warm-hearted
man, a true friend of the people, aud
a genuine patriot. In him are corn-
ed in a very high degree the
best g sand charms of both heart
and mind, and no man in the State
was ever more admired and beloved.
Kentucky is justly proud of the grand
old man.
A ORE.ST "Tariff Reform pie-nie"
will be held at Platteburg, Nio., July
Leh, at which Hon. W. C. P. Breck-
enridge, of Kentucky, and lion.
Roger Q. M ills, of Texas, will be pres-
ent as speakers, and the Senators and
Congressmen of Missouri and ad-
joining States will be invited to at-
tend, together with tariff reform and
Democratic clubs and military com-
panies from all over the Southwest.
A mammoth tent has been secured
with a 'meeting capacity of 6,000, end
preparations are being made to enter-
tain an immense crowd in grand
style. This will be a memorable oc-
casion, and will far exceed anything
of the kind heretofore attempted.
GEN. JOHN H. RICE, of Kansas, one
of the delegation at Waehington ad-
vocating the improvement of the
Mississippi levee system, in discuss-
ing the political outlook iu the West
says: "If the preeeiet Congress
parses a rigid Federal election law,
fails to make adequate appropriation
for the Mississippi river, upon which
the people of the West depend to
transport their products, does not
modify the McKinley tariff bill, and
and does not pries a free coinage bill
or some measure that will largely in-
crease the circulating medium, I say
as a Republican, that the Republican
party will be buried so deep that
Gabriel's trumpet will never res-
urrect it."
THE Democratic State Convention
of Missouri has finished its work and
adjourned. An excellent ticket was
selected, and the platform adopted
embodies sound Democratic doctrine
on all the prominent issues uow be-
fore the country. One of the most
noteworthy features of the convention
was the great enthusiasm aroused by
every mention of Grover Cleveland's
name, and the strong indorsement of
his policy incorporated into the plat-
form. The same hearty indorsement
characterized the proceedings of the
State Democratic Cony
s, Kentucky,
.siattartlai-in fact, wherever Demo-
cratic conventions have been held.
Mr. Cleveland is undoubtedly the
leader of the party, and nothing
short of a revolution in political ern-
timent can prevent his nomination
when the Democratic national con-
vention meets in Isere. Commenting
upon Mr. Cleveland's hold upon his
party the New Haven (Conn.) Regis•
ter says. "If the Democrats were
called upon to nominate a standard
bearer this month, there is not a
shadow of a doubt that 31eCleveland
would be nominated without opposi-
tion. There would seem to be no
reaeon, moreover, to anticipate a
change of sentiment between now •nd
the time of the convention in 1892."
RETURNS from the various precincte
of the county show that 7046 voters
registered during the four registra-
tion days. The Democrats seemee
take a deeper interest in the matter
than the Republicans, and came much
nearer registering their full vote than
their opponents did. In consequence
of this, there is not much difference
in the registered strength of the two
parties. Every Democratic' the coun-
tv should use all honorable means to
elect the Democratic ticket, for they
owe it to themselves, to their party
and to good couuty government to do
their best to insure the success of
their admirable ticket. The Repub-
lican majority, as shown by the reg-
istration returns, is small, and with
an earliest and united effort the Dem-
ocratic standard-bearers can be tri-
umphantly elected. The coming
election is a very important one, and
if every Democrat will do his duty
victory is assured.
THE Democratic conventions in
Kentucky have been more protracted
and more hotly contested this year
than for many yearg. The State
Convention to nominate a candidate
for Clerk of the Court of Appeals
was in session three days and nights
before a selection Was made. The
Congreesional Convention to choose
a succeseor to Hon. John 0. Car-
lisle was almost as long in making a
nomination. The Convention at
Lexington to nominate a Superior
Court Judge, after wrangling for
three days and taking 126 fruitless
ballots, finally got hopelessly dead-
locked and quit without nominating
a candidate. The selection of a
nominee has been referred to the
Third Superior Court District com-
mittee, and that body will re-sub-
mit the matter to either a primary
election or a new couvention.
A FEDERAL election bill has been
reported in the House, and it is,
almost beyond question, the most in-
famous measure ever proposed in
Congress. It is regarded as wonse
then the old " Force Bill," which
Hon. Jame* G. Blaine assisted the
Democrats co irm is73. It is be-
lieved that the bill will pass the
Hottest substantially as reported!
although some og dee faVr-mindeil Re-
publican members will speak against
it, and vote against it. But, pass-
ing Cue House and passing the
:Senate are two very- different mat-
ters. It has been reported for some
weeks that a part of Reed's plan was
that Vice President Morton should
take a trip so as to give Ingalls a
chance to preside over the Senate
and adopt some of Reed's autocratic
tactics. But Senator Impale says
he is very much opposed to
Reed's tyrannical tactics, and that he
would refuse to adopt them in the
Senate. Ingalls is said to be opposed
to the adoption of a Federal election
aw, and, if this is true, the citances
fttlikEenate such a law are
slim, for Reed has been count...-
rig on Ingalls as the only man in the
Senate whom he could rely upon to
go any lengths to shove the bill
th
• •
A rem, meeting of the Senate Fi-
nance Committee was held yesterday
afternoon, at which the Chairman,
Seuator Morrill, was authorized by a
strict party vote to report the tariff
bill with amendments. It is said to
te? almost identically the same meas-
ure reeorted in the senate two years
ago.
Nee York t per very pertinent-
ly suggests that •hile incinnati is
talking about N w York's negligence
iu failiug to bu d monument in
memmy of tieue I Grant, she might
well recall that th musette of a brave
atid eminent Gene I, William Hen-
ry Harrison, who was the first Presi-
dent oleo gave the nation, lie in an
unmarked grave at North Bend, al-
most withiu her limits.
A TERRIBLE mine disaster occurred
in Fayette county, Pennsylvania,
Monday. The Hill Farm:mines ex-
ploded, and thirty-two men were im-
prisoned in a burning shaft aud died
in horrible agony. The disaster is
the worst ever known in the Con-
uelleville region, the nearest ap-
proach being the Leisenring explos-
ion seven years ago, when twenty-
three men were killed.
CHOLERA has broken out in Spain,
aud is said to be spreading very rap-
diy. There have been ninety-one
deaths from this dreadful disease at
Pueblo, Spain, and the scourge is
spleading on all sides. A New York
dispatch states that several score of
emigrants front the cholera infected
districts areen route there. If this
is true, there should be a rigid quar-
antine against all persons coming
frant all Spanish ports.
THWRE hi a good opening now for
physician* in the State.of Iowa. The
Iowa legislature has passed what is
called the pharmacy bill, conferring
upon medical men the right to dis-
pense liquors, anfeplacing upon them
JO restraint whatever. They do not
need a permit like the druggists, nor
is there any supervision of their man-
ner of prescribing in the sales they
make. There are about 5,000 doctors
in the State, and if thie law remains
in force, the number of physicians
will iucrease with astonishing rapid-
ity.
Now that the United Statee Senate
has passed a bill for the free coinage
of silver there will be a red hot fight
in the House of Representatives.
The first thing in order under the
rules of the Howse will be &motion to
concur in the Senate amendment,
which will bring the question of free
coivage squarely before that body.
BJille Reed will then have to bulldoze
the Republican members to vote
square against it, or let them vote as
their convictions suggest. Reed, of
course, will do everything in his
power to defeat the Senate free
coinage bill, but it remaine to tesseen
whether the Republicans will tetejm-
mit to his bulldozing in this very Jai-
portant matter. If twenty-five Re-
publican members will vote for the
bill it will pass, and the friends of
free coinage are very hopeful that
the bill will pass the House. Even
if it should pass, it is almost a fore-
gone conclusion that Harrison will
veto it, tos he is a tool of the Eastern
gold-buge and the Wall 'Vet sharks.
SENATOR WALCOTT, of Colorado,
made an eloquent and forcible speech
in the United States Senate Tuesday
in favor of the free coinage of silver.
He astonished his fellow Republicans
by making a fierce assault upon Ben
Harrieon and the administration
generally. He-Voiced the general
sentiment of the country that liar-
e small man
and utterly incompetent to fill the
high position which he holds. In the
course of his remarks ht stated that
nobody could poiut out anything of
the least importance that Harrison
had ever Raid or done. Tbe Senator
scored his party unmercifully for its
iniquitous alliance with the high
tariff beneticiariee, aud predicted that
unless it eevered this disgraceful alli-
ance the Western Republicans would
revolt. He said that the farmers of
the great-West had grown weary-of
paying tribute, through enormous
tariff duties, to the favored classes of
the East awl North whom the Rep-
ublican party was unfairly enriching,
and that unless three riiint010 taxes
were greatly reduced the Republican
party in the West would be destroyed.
These are brave' and bold wmprils for a
Republican to weer.
JCDOE CALDWE'.1,, ID the United
States Circuit Court, at Leaven-
worth, K unitise, has delivered au
opinion in eleven habeas corpus
cases front Topeka and Salina, where
parties were arreeted for selling
iu original packages, contrary to
the State prohibition law. The de-
cision orders the partite' released
front custody, and holds that liquor
can legally be sold in Kansas in orig-
inal packages, whether large or
small. The Judge's opiuion is that
the laws of Kansas which undertake
to prohibit the imixirtation and sale
of liquors in original packages are
conflict with the commercial clause
of the constitution of the Unitt d
States and are therefore void. This
decision is in keeping with the one
recently Made by the United States
Supreme Court in which it was held
"that ardent spirits,distilled, liquors,
ale and beer are subjects of exchange,
barter and traffic, like any other com-
modity in which a right of traffic ex-
ists, and are 80 recognized by the
usages of the commercial world, and
hence uo State has power to inter-
fere by eeizure-or any other action-
to prohibit their importation and saleby tile importer in the original pack-ages."
Protection and t he Farmers.
The speech of Representative Hays,
the enly member of the House from
Iowa who represents the wishes and
opinions of a majority of the peeple
of this State, in the debate on the Mc-
Kinley bill, made an eloquent plea
for the farmers, upon whom this
measure IS desiged to cast great ad-
ditional burdens. He said that it
could be shown in many way sand by
many facts and figures that protec-
tion is detrimental to the farming
class, and that this bill only increases
their burdens without any honest pre-
tense of relief, and that it inay be laid
down as fundamental:
I. That eo-called protection to themanufacturing interests id no wiseincreases the prices of farm products.2. That it focresees the prices ofeverything that the farmer has to
buy, including everything that heuses that he does not produce.
3. That pretended protection to him
by the imposition of a tariff u poufarm products is a snare and • delti-
On, and, where it has any effect, is
Just his intereste-Sioux City
owa) Tribune.
$100 Reward. $100.
The readers of the NEW ERA willbe p:eased to learu that there is at
least one dreaded disease that science
has been able to cure in all its stages,
and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
Cure is the only positive cure now
known to the medical fraternity. Ca-
tarrh being a constitutional disease,
requires a constitutional treatment.Hall's Catarrh Cure is takeu inter-
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system,
theleby deetroying the foundation of
the dimmerome, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitu-
tion and assisting nature in doing its
work. The proprietors have so much
faith in its curative powers, that they
otter One Hundred Dollars for any
caime that it fails to cure. Send for
list of testimonials.
Address,




II IIAS GOT OS BOARD A -FIG DI 4-
RUST IND CANNOT KEEP
Ills l'art)'e Fool Doing* Make Hint
Feel Badly and He Is Not 14 tv
to Say so.
WASH I NoTON, D. C., June 19.-Mr.
Blaine, from all account, is terribly
diegusted at the conduct of his party,
both in the House of Repreeentatives
and in the Senate. Mr. Blaiue finds
it hard to realize that he is no longer
the leader of the Republeau party.
It is with diffieulty that he is begin-
'ming to recognize the fact that other
men dictate the policy of the party
and control its action. It required
time and a number of snubs uutil Mr.
Blaine admitted that Mr. Harrison,
and not himself, bad been elected
President. He recognized with pain,
also, that his hated rival from Maine,
at present Speaker of the Houee, is
growing in popularity daily with the
radical element of the party. Reed
is a big man, a bold man andan un-
scrupulous man. He has not the
keen intellect nor the infinitecourage
of Blaine, but is by far more unscrup-
ulous. Blaine is also disgusted with
McKinley, and he feels that the bill
that he receutly passed through the
Howie wa sufficient in its intensitymin
the line of protection to raise up the
whole country against it. Mr. Blaine
has been criticizing the congressional
leaders of his party quite freely cur-
ing the past few days. He said that
the Republican party in the House
wee adopting a course which was all
wrong aud would, if persisted in, lead
to overwhelming defeat at the polls.
"Why," said • the ex-man from
Maine, "I caunot understand what
is coining over our men in the House.
They certaialy are acting without
either conservatism or thought."
Mr. Blaine then talked at some
length and with considerable force
about the Federal election legislation
the House Republican leaders are
contemplating. This sort of partisan
legislation he regards as a great if
not a fatal mistake. Mr. Blaine has
always been opposed to these force
bills, the last imprtant service he ren-
dered as Speaker being the aesistance
he gave the late Nfr. Rapdall in de-
feating such a measure in the closing
days of the forty-third Congress. To
adopt such a policy now would, in
his opirion, retard and perhape de-
stroy the progress and prosperity\ of a
large section of our common country
aud this, too, without iu auy
permanently benefiting the Republi-
can party.
"I hope," said Mr. Blaine earnest-
ly, "that these measuree will not go
through the Senate. They will hurt
the Republican party far more than
they will help it."
MILLIONS INVOLVED.
Englleh Capitalists Said to He After
houisville's Tobacco Warehouse.
Louise ille Courier-Jourual.
It is currently reported on Main
street that an English syndicate is
preparing to control all the tobaceo
warehouses in Louisville.
Most of the dealers who were ap-
proached yesterday disclaimed any
knowledgeof the plansof the English,
thought they talked fully of the ad-
v4 ntages of such a deal, sod admitted
that they had been asked for options.
What the " syndicate " is, 00 oue
knows, other than that it is composed
of English capitalists. It is said that
Albert S. Willis is representing the
syndicate as an attorney, and that, if
the deal is consummated, he is to be
paid $50,000 for bringing it about.
Mr. Willis is out of the city, however,
and this report could not be investi-
gated. It is also said that Mr. Julius
itarkhouse, a member of the School
Board, is the direct representative of
the syndicate, but he, too, is out of
town.
The reported plan of the syndicate
is to buy out aU the tobacco ware-
houses of Louisville, C•Ileitinati,
linpk insv l le, Lexington, Owensboro,
Paducah and other cities, paying a
good round Kum for the good will,
aud for an agreement ehat the pres-
ent owners shall remain out of the
business for five years. The plan to
be used, if all den't sell, is to lower
the price so much that all the indi-
vidual owners will be crowded out of
the business. After that, the rates
can be increased to llie normal, and
the monopoly will b ready ea. busi-
ness.
NIr. .lulius Itarkhouee is now in
leerope, premium:B..1y on a eleasure
vur with his family, but, it is 'mid,
that the real object of his humentem
to confer with the British capitalists
in regard to the matter.
• -.4•11.4.-
Female Weakness Po-itive Care.
To THE EDITOR:
Please inform your readers that I
have a positive remedy for the Biotite
and and oue which arise from de-
ranged female organs. I shall be
glad to send two bottles of my remedy
FREE tO any lady if they will send
their Express aud P. 0. athireete
Yours resptfully, DiL J. B. MARI H-
151, 183 Genesee St. Utica, N. Y.
MAItY ANDIEltSION MA RH IED.
The Wedding at Dondloti a Plain and
Unpretentious Affair.
LoNeoe, June ise-Mies Mary An-
derson was married yesterdey to Mr.
Antonio Navarro in the Roman Cath-
olic chiPel at St. Mary's, in Hemp-
!stead. The wedding was strictly pri-
vate.
Miss Anderson was driven from
the house Of her imtepfather, Dr.
Griffin, to the church, in a closed
carriage. The curtains were drawu,
so that no glimpse was caught of the
bride till she left the carriage to enter
the sanctuary. The marriage cere-
mony was performed iu as quiet and
simple a manner as possible. There
was no choir, the only acconipauying
music being that of the organ. Only
immediate frieumis of the bride and
and groom were present.
The interior of the chapel was
tastefully decorated with a profusion
of ferns, palms and white flowers.
On the altar twelve este-ilea were
burning.
It wait not quite 11 o'clock when
the bridegroom, accompanied by his
brother, Alphonso Navarro, reached
St. Mary's in a handsome calm. Both
the young men were in mourning
garb in honor of their uncle, who
died three weeks ago. A few mo-
ments later a carriage drove up to the
chapel, in which were seated Miss
Anderson's sister and her stepbroth-
er. This wan followed by a carriage
containing Miss Andereon's own
brother, Joseph, and his wife, the
daughter of Lawrence Barrett. A
third carriage contained Miss Ander-
son's mother and her stepfather. Dr.
Griffin and Mrs. Griffin. Immedi-
ately behind this came Niles Ander-
son's carriage. With her was her
stepsister, Miss Blanche Griffin, who
acted as bridesmaid.
Miss Anderson's gown was of white
sat;n, heavily brocaded. She carried
a magnificent bouquet of white roses,
lilacs, stephanotis and delicate ferns.
Above the bridal veil, which com-
pletely covered her, was a tiny
wreath of orange blosimmes. Miss
Griffin was also dressed in white.
She carried a bouquet of beautiful
pink roses iu her haud, and her gown
was &darned with many roses of the
saute kind. The ceremony was per-
formed by Canon Pureell. Dr. Griffin
gave the bride away. After the mar-
riage the party drove to Dr. Griffin's,
where &breakfast was eerved,
'fbe happy pair started yesterday
afternoon for Venice, where they will
spend the honeymoon.
REVENGE IS SWEET.
A Daring efirles Self Sacrifice. to lex-
peer Opium Jebel keg rs
!Ilse Sejourna A g Gathers
Evidence for 'lee reitices leers
Disappears for Safety.
NEW YORK, Italie 17.-Fear of be-
ing harmed by the friends of the opi-
um-joint keepers whom she hall re-
eently prosecuted, has driven lila
Radcliffe from the place where she
was boarding, in W'est 'Phirty-third
street. She ilemappeartml as 'nye-
teriouely ae she came. No line kitoWsi
where she has gone, Nave 'mediate+ De-
tective McConnell.
Her motive for ferreting out the
opium dens and briuging their keep-
ers to justice was to avenge her fath-
er aud brother, both of whom died
from thmeaffects of the fearful habit.
She was playing In Gentry's Thea-
ter, Memphis, Tenn., last January,
when she learned of her brother's
death in a den in West Thirty-third
street. He stage name was Ida Rad-
cliffe and she clung to it all the way
through.. When the news of her
brother's death was brought to her
ehe became poseessed of a wild desire
for revenge. No other method pre-
sented itself to her than to visit New
York, insinuate herself into the cir-
cle of fast women, and thus obtain
evidence against the etauuts of
the opium-keepers.
It was a roundabout way-a road
the roughness of which /mild have
appalled many other girl of less nerve.
She knew she could carry out her
plans, for she became accustomed to
opium smoke while living with her
father in Washiugton Square some
years ago. He was an artist of rare
ability, who had commie from France,
it is said, aud killed himself with rum
and opium. Her brother learned the
habit front his father, and wheu he,
too, died of the terrible curse, she re-
solved then to extirpate as many as
possible of the dens. The knowledge
that these gilded opium dens existed
in "The Tenderloin" precinct sur-
prised many people. It wae general-
ly supposed that they haunted the
down-town disericts entirely.
This girl 'eyed among these people
for iseveral 'flouting. Stte bought opi-
um, and even smoked it, 1.0 as to
leave no loop-hole of escape for the
joint keepers. 'Filially, wheu she se-
cured alr her evidence, she went to
e police and laid it before them.
They eagerly accepted it semi the
joints of Arthur Morton aud May
Birchat, 142 West Tweuty-third
street ; of Signor Hess, at 138 Wein
Thirty-third Street ; of Sadie Young,
at 135 WeatThirty-third street ;and of
Vie Wallace. at 105 West Twenty-
seventh street, were 'pulled iu rapid
succession. Valuable lay-outs were
captured, and in every case the girl's
evidence was so emiclusive and
straightforward, that joint-keepers
were held for trial in heavy bail.
WORE! KNOWING.
HUGHF.8' TON IC.-The old time, re-
liable remedy for Fever and Ague.
Reputation earned by Thirty years
success. You can depend upon it.
TRY IT. DRUOOISTS HAVE IT.
The Cholorii in Spain.
Almelo), June 17.-Seven fresh
eases of cholera are reported at
Puebla de Itugat. 'Two-thirds of the
inhabitants have fied front the town.
The first cases appeared a month
agoetlie victims all being residents of
*street which had been opened up
for paving. Seven deaths have oc-
curred in Moutichelso, a village near
Puebla de Hugel, and seven fresh
cases are reported there.
Not Old Enough
Hon. Arthur Waliaee is a probable
candidate for Lieutenant Governor.
He is a W'est teentuoky boy, was
born and reared at !Intik Ineville,
Ky , a self-msde man, and rigid
proud, indeed, are his friends of the
job. lie is nay; engaged in the prac-
tice of law at Louisville, aud lupe for
the last three terries of the Gehrral
Atotembly, been e. memb, r of the
House from that eity. 111 his last
race Ile feel opiei•iliOn.
the author me the Walltee vier! ion
law, and several importent Seam.
meaeuree. %%mild well till the
positem lo wheal he aspires.- M.'s.-
field De !!!!! erat.
This sounds very well, and ift grat
lying to Mr. Wallace's many fnend-,
but del it neve' oecur to the Demo-




Few people living In a !malarial eituntiybut occasionally need a s igoruus I unie, eitherto keep off the 'nefarious teelinr, or else toeure the dire rise. f it once gets into the sys-tem. Tnere ts uo more uneonuortsble dis-ease that sitr.iets humanity than chills andfeser. It drives sway energy and ambition.It snakes one feel 'tick and mean all over. Aode gu•rd stalest tee dieearee and a sure cureis Smith's Tonte ti• rup, needle l.y 1.r. JohnBull, uf K) A Illighe bottle willdo tor an entire family. It is far letter thaniiiiinine, a• no derangement or the systemever teelows its use. The 11.4. of quinine
...Unsex a bussing in the ears, dizzy sensa-tions, nausea, and 'sometimes even con" ul-sheer and parnlysie Uee Smith's Tonlesyrup, and all suet' dreier is avoided. Infact, it has all the good medicinal qualities Ofeninitee, with nose of Its evil nature.
Obit usury.
"There nt no death. the stars go down,
To rise upon snme fairer shore,
.k nd bright in Heaven's Jeweled crows',
To shine forevermore."
Departed tide life June 14, 1/490.
Mrs. A. H. Caldwell, wife of A. S
aldwell. While the shining light
of day wee waking into life end
bewuty our natural world, the sweet
and heaveneelbued spirit of the
patieut sufferer Wits ushered into
that glory-land of light and beauty,
to enter upon a life of hap 'insets
eternal. Underneath Jzer were His
everlasting arms, and about her, that
glad presence that "casteth out all
fear."
Bright were her hopes of heaven,
of which she often spoke to time loved
ones around her.
To sorrowing friends, comforting
should be the thought, that in a
brighter, better clime, she is amid
the angelic host, that "have fought
the good fight, kept the faith," aud
won the crown of rejoicing.
She 'Mould not be mourned ss lost,
but gone before. Another link has
been added to that chain that draws
you sad husband and friends, from
earth away to fairer joys beyond.
How beautiful is the death of such
a Christian. Should we all not so
live that when death conies it will
have no terrors for us, but will just
be the opening of that "Golden
Gate" that leads to time eltnimeen
World"?
Though her faee is forever 111,1,141u,
her nice forever won, we know that
she dwells in the sunny clime of
heaveu, where "faith is lost in sight."
Gently as the perfume leaves her
spirit tied to the God who gave it.
There is no flock el watched and ten'ed.
Fut nue dead iamb is there,
There is no flreeide howso'er defend( .1.
But line one vacant elleir.
MOUrti 1101 AN those without hope,
for if you too are faithful, you shall
join lier amidst the shining ours at
God's right hand hi heaven above,
where all is joy and peace and love,
where partings come not, but where
hi the garb of immortality all receive
that "inherit:ewe incorruptible" that
fadeth not away. A FitiEst).
Atlanta Jounual and Atlanta Con- !
stitution, .4 Atlanta, Us., Wease l
copy.
I uae Smith's Tonle rup In my pre !,and am dettrinnied io it so Ione as laMess such ear eatieniction In came, ofcitrus and fevere-John Mushat,• Is
.•
ii.•••••
A WAR EPISODE. THE SUBURBAN RACE.
Touching Se -ow Between General
Hag las' I'. erleoi Cole Salvets r,T.04,11111.4 and the Son ..r
Daniel We boiler.
The battle was ou, and the blue and
the gray were at each other'po throats.
It was at GAiuesville, and the Feder-
al* were getting the worst of the
fight, write!, Wallace P. Reed. The
heat of an August eun beat fiercely
down upon the long lime, of glitter-
ing steel melting away in the
fiercer heat of war. On the right the
eat th trembled under thundering
hosts of charging cavalry; on the left
the men in blue heard their bones
crash under the letulen rain like glass
in a hailstorm. Over all rose the out-
phurous clouds belched forth by the
deep-throated guns, whose horrible
roar shook the rock-ribbed bills.
As the ranks of blue, shattered and
shaken by the shower of shot and
shell, slowly rolled back, a Federal
colouel waved 1110 sword over his
head in the vain attempt to rally his
men, and then staggered and fell on
the blood-stained grass. The fallen
officer was a Man of striking appear-
ance. H is grand face and form caught
the attention of the rushiug legions
of gray, and the men unconsciously
swerved aside to avoid trampling him
down. Desperately wounded, the
colonel palufully crawled to a tree,
and reclined against it, with the life-
current flowing from the bullet hole
in hie breast. Hie anxious eyes
looked into the stern faces of the
Confederate') as they charged past
hint. In another moment his face
brightened.
" Bob!" he shouted, " Bob, dou't
you know me?"
"(len. Toorube, riding at the head
of his brigade, heard the familiar
voice. He rode up to the tree, aud
glanced at the speaker.
" (keel God!" exclaimed the gen-
eral, " is Fleteher Webster-Daniel
Webster's eon!"
In au instant Toombs was kneeling
by the colonel's side. He placed the
colonel in a more comfortable posi-
tion, and gave hint water from a can-
teen.
" He is my old friend," said he to a
staff officer, " poor Fletch Webster-
Daniel Webst,er's son-stay here with
him-I must ge to the front."
(ben Toombs mounted his horse,
and- charged on with his brigade to
annihilate the rest of Websterem regi-
ment.
The first lull in the fray brought
the Georgian back to the tree.
" And AO we inset as enemies," said
Webster, returning the other's sym-
pathetic preasure.
" Never!" said Twitubs. " Daniel
Webster's son must always be my
friend. Just now we must fight out
our differencee, but there are happier
days ahead for us both."
' My wound is mortal," said Web-
ster, sadly. " God blest; you, my old
friene, for your kindness. Gentle-
men, I thank you. War is a bad
thiug."
Again the general took leave of the
sufferer and returned to the front,
leaving the surgeon behind him.
The Confederates cared for their
captive with brotherly kindness, but
it was no avail.
Weaker grew time dying man's
pulse, and more fitful his heart
throbs. Quietly, and with a smile on
his face, he passed away. He whis-
pered a message for his loved ones,
and said:
"Tell Bob I loved Itim-God bless
him!"
Fletcher NVebster Willi dead-the
hope and glory of a proud father-the
ideal soldier of New England-this
was his end-dead on the battle field,
with the sorrowful faces of his foe-
men bereling over him.
"A true mau and a brave tioldier,"
said Gen. Toombs that night, as he
wiped away a tear. " Let us send
him through the lines with time 'loti-
on, of war."
It was elniie. Fletcher Webster's
eel timely was "emit ith an escort to
he Federal camp. A funeral eortege
accompanied it to II istoll. I t Loy in
state ill leatieuil Hall, and ell
New Eriglend Mon-WA bias
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When Baby was sick, we cave bee Castoria.
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Mule she clung to Casten&
Wham she had Children she gave them (.%160ria.
SAMUEL J. HAND MI..
A Day Given Over to 1.:UloaCtrai 4.1 she
Dead Statesman.
WASHINOToN, June 16.-The House
of Representatives, Saturday after-
noon, devoted itself to eulogise) of the
life and character of the late Samuel
J. Randall. A8 a matter of fact, these
exercises in the House have dwindled
Minted into nothing. It would seem,
that memorial services to a nian as
great, for thirty years, in the House
of Representatives, as ND. Randall,
would be attended by a large number
of Repreeentativem; but, as a matter
of fact, there were not fifty members
in the House when the oratory began,
aud uot more than a doze') when it
concluded The best speeches were
made by Mills, of Texas, and Butter-
worth, of Ohio. Mills Was splendid
in paying tribute to the character,
force and ability of Randall. He pic-
tured, well great effect, his defeat of
the Force bill in 1s73. A good many
who heard 10111, believe that he had,
in hi Mind's eye, another contest
over a similar meaeure, uow ap-
proacLing, in the House of Repre-
sentatives. Mr. Mills declared that
the light Mr. Randall made against
the Force bill, in behalf of the liberty
of the people of the Noe emit-art-A
him, for all time, to the people of the
South-no matter how he may have
differed from them in future years in
economic and other questions; that
his memory will always be dear to
them, land never will his name be
mentioned in the South but in tones
of affection, and regret at his early
death.
Ben Butterwort'', who served for a
long time with Mr. Randall on the
A ppropriations emi tie ttee, made one
of his usual brilliant speeches, in
which he paid a full and fair tribute
to the character of the great Pennsyl-
vanian.
ecu I iar
Peet:liar in combination, proportion, and
preparation of ingredients, Hood's Baras4A-
rata possesses the curative value of tee best
known reme- 11,.. dies of the
•egetable 1-11WILi kingdom.
Peculiar in Its strength and economy, Hood's
Sarsaparilla is the only medicine of which men
truly be said, "one Hundred Doses One Dol-
lar." Peculiar In Its medicinal merits, Hood's
marsaparins, accomplishes cures hitherto un-
known, tIM
won for IliJra rsa pa ri I I aind has
the title of "The greatett blood purillietrileev ielf
discovered." Peculiar In its "good name
at home," -there Is more of llood's Sarsa-
parilla sold in Lowell than of all other
blood purifiers. Pcculiar lu Its phenomenal
n o otheri-
record of 0,i, eculi•arsale3 abroadpreparation
ever attained so rapidly nor held so
steadfastly the confidence of all classes
of people. Peculiar In the brain-work which
It represents, Hood s Sarsaparilla com-
bines all the knowledge which modern
research • - •eln medical
science has To itself developed,
with Many years practical experience in
preparing medicines. Be smile to get ouly
Hood's Sarsaparilla
Bole ey sii druggists. alms:for 03. prepared only
by C. L noon & CO., Apar 'cartes, Lemon. Maas.
100 Dose, Dollar
.--040111.••••••
11 ins the lir, sit ity a Ne, k.
Elity lierasited Prep!, *1 Marais Ilse
Nimbly Struggle Het Wren the \Inv!
I •  Tia •• oughreds.
NEW YoRE, June Is -The most re-
markable field of race horses that
ever contested in one race bear New
York, and the most remarkable
crowd that eV4 r went out of New
York to see suet' a race, met at
Sheepelleati Bay yesterday afternoon
where the Suburban, the greet, the
long-talked-of, the heavily and wide-
ly bet on Suburban was run. Fifty
thousand people, of every class of
social standing and representatives
of every calling and business, wit-
neseed the race. The starters were
Salvator, Tenny, Stride-
away, Firenzi, Raceiand, Prince
Longstreet and Montague.
When the bugle called time horees
to the post Cassius was the first to
appear. They dashed away altogeth-
er, and Caldwell Hashed his red flag
on them in a jiffy.
A mighty roar erose from time im-
mense throng as they came bounding
down past the stand. Cissius was in
front, aud in the short distance had
already a lead of a length. Firenze
the gallant mare from the Haggiu
stable, was running second, and the
others followed iu a close bunch.
Going around the first tun' Cassius
still had his 'lead of a length from
Lougstreet, who was a head before
Strideawap, Firenzi fourth, Prince
Royal tiftte Raceland sixth, Monta-
gue last.
(ioing down the backstretch Cas-
sius increased the pace, and, at oue
time, had a lead of four lengths.
Longstreet still held second place
with a death-like grip, and Salvator
u-as but a half a length away. Prince
Royal had taken fourth place, and
Teuny fifth. Sal vator's yellow sleeves
began to Hash at a faster pace now,
and Garrison set pace for him with
Tenny. At the head of the stretch
both were close onto Cassius. The
Beaverwyck stable candidate still
held his lead of three lengths. Sal-
vator was second, only a neck in
front of Strideaway, followed by
Teuuy, Raceland and the others.
Now they were all ranged out for the
race home. The jockeys were work-
ing like demons, and the horses were
responding with all the gamenese
possible. The crowd on the grand
stand yelled like so many Indians as
they tried to urge on their favorites.
Inch by inch Salvator crawled up on
the leading Cassius.
In the last jump Salvator gets hie
head in front and wins by a ueck,
with Cassius a length and a half in
front of Tenny. Strideaway was
fourth, four lengths away. Then
came Raceland, Firenze Prince Roy-
al, Montague and Lougstreet. Time,
2:06 4-5.
The best previous record for the
Suburban distance, a nine and a
quarter, was made by Kingston, at
Brooklyn in 2:0fi',!.
Salvat a, is a chestnut colt by imp.
Prince Charlie out of Salina. As a
yearling Mr. Haggin paid $4,600 for
hien He won the Tidal Stekes at
Sheepshead on Juue IS, 1889, carrying
121 pounds, one mile, in 1:44 2-5. On
July 2 he took the Realization stakes,
worth $35,100, at sheepshead Bay,
122 pounds, defeatiug Tenny, Long
Dance, Erie and others at one and
five-eights miles, in 2:51. On July 9
he captured the Lorrilard Stakes at
Monmouth in 2:37,2, one and one-
half miles, carrying 113 pounds. Like
Firenzi he was prepared in the meet
business-like way and with greatest,-
tion. The Suburban was his first
race this season, and although he was
not generally looked upon se the win-
ner, it was confidently expected that
lie would give Teuny considerable
t rim hie.
A BIG MAJOillrl.
The imlo 61 Salem' he • .. l'aftee • a WI'
for r he Free Outeee. silver.
WASIIINOT0N, Julie 18.-- flit' Sen-
ate closed I lie silver debutr 3 esti rutty,
and last eve ning a free emilege bill
e as pasecil liy is large iiiejority.
Among other pros:stone of the bit.
are the fultoivii.g:
1 hat front find ufter ti.e eisle of the
immssage of this act, Ilse U11,1 01 value
in the Uitited se ace 'dealt be the dol-
lar, all 1 the home seamy be Oil ile11
41.2,2 greins of etalltialti er of
N-10 grains of poatelare wed , and
the said coins shall Ile equiely legal
tender fur all debts, public or private;
that thereafter awy owner of silver or
gold bullion way deposit the same
at any mint of the United States to
be formed into standard dollars or
bars for his benefit lied without
charge.
That the certificate provided for in
the second section of this act and all
silver sad gold certificates already
issued shall be of denominations of
uot less than one or more than $100;
and such certificates 'email be re-
deemable in coin of standard value.
That the certificates provided for
in this act and all silver and gold cer-
tificates already issued shall be re-
ceivable for all taxes and dues to the
United States of every description,
and shall be a legal tender for the
payment of all debts, public and pri-
vate.
The final vote on the bill was as
follows: Yeas 4e, nays 25; a majori-
ty of 17 for free coinage.
ONE ECIVJOVS
Both the method arid results wiien
Syr ip of Figs is taken; it is pleasant
aud refreshing to the taste, and acts
gently yet promptly on the Kidneys,
Liver and Bowels, cleanses the sys-
tem effectwely, dispels colds, head-
aches and levels aud cores habitual
constipation. Syrup of Figs is the
only remedy of its kind ever pro-
duced, pleasing to the taste and ac-
ceptable in the stomach, prompt in
its action and truly beneficial is' ita
effects, prepared only from the most
healthy and agreeable substances, its
rainy excellent qi,alities commend it
to all and have made it the most
popular remedy known.
Syrup of Figs is for sale in 50c
and $1 bottles by all leading drug
gists. Any reliable druggist who
may not have it on hand will pro-
cure it promptly for any one who
wishes to try it. Do :lot accept any Fim
substitute.
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL,
LOUISVILLE. NV NEW Whit. N.Y.
CASTOR 10
for Infants and Children.
"Caeusr la Woo wen adapted to children that Caieteria cares Colk, CosetipeSks,I MeConsiesed it as superior to any prescription Boar atoainch, laarrhoet. Krociadora,Kills worne, sow ski". sad PrellillieMows le ass." H. A. Armen. V. D.,
III Bo. Oxford Bt., Brooklyn, N. T Wil=rajortous meditation.
Tas Cinerses CoNstswir, 7; Murray Weak T
L. GAUCHAT,
JEWELER,




East Corn pierce Street, Near Passenger Depot, CLARKSVILLE, TENN.
(111,-MAlth sot 1104,M11EAlal. UNION TOBACCO WA REHOUSE.s.‘
DIRECTORS AND OPFICERK
 io:
A. V. 000DPAIITVR 6, Pre111.1  BS, Let hiebem.ha. R. BliolieDsli, loe-Pres t, . Olmstead, Ky.• krA. E. G•MDKIIR, lieeretory,  broadest, Teen.E. bf. house, Woodford, Tenn. W. W. GILL, Oltmetead, Ky.,  }, Reseed ve CosamIttee.C. D. Btu., Douglaa, Ky. 
M.1 
Graoey, Ky.
. Adams ilitatlan, Tenn.
Rotrr. Ronan',  Lameness, Ky.
LI-. Alf.jWuSREPTN. tob , Ky.
 Mcdtk Teen.
W. D. lizatwirruxa, . .......... . Guthrie, Ky.C. P. WARVIII.D, Superintendent, Clarksvme. Tenn.Cash advanced on Tobacco In store, bill lading or In the hands of responsible tamersAll Tobacco insured while in store at the expense of owner, except where there Is co ad-vane, and then without written orders not to insure. Clo..e attention given to sampling andselling, and prompt remittance made.




We wish to exl I the Special Attention of Farmers, to pur immense stock oi
lOWS, Wagon; Daggies aai
Guaranteed to be .First-Class.
Blount's True-Blue Cast Steel Plows,
tiouth Bend Chilled Plow.,
Heliman's :Iasi Steel and Chilled Plows.
Averyietiteel and Chilled Meters
NOTICE.
The world renoened Deering Client Mow-
ers cutting 5,6 and 7 feet. The cheapemt and




The Evans Harrows,Buggiee, Keystone H•rrows,Phaeton'',
Spring Wagons,
Road Carts.
Buggy aud Wagon Harness,
Fieddlee and Bridles,
Engines, Threshers and Stackers.




Eighasterw. In-Williams, Mixed Paints, Famil;











To be lOpened for the Beason of 1890, cm
June 10th.
The undersigned irt-g leave to announce the opening of these famous springs. June Itoltii11401, under the personal managentent of Mr. T. C. 13' id well. proprietor of theHoerr, Evensville, intl. This deligbtful resort can be reached by way of all ratir=ween.tering et Evansville ane, Henderst end by the C. O. & S. W., at Princeton. 'The botel isnew and elegantly furnished, hoe electric call-bells and all the modern conveniences, withboth eilliald room. ball Mom, ten-pin alley, croquet, lawn tennis. and all the cum-torts and amusements found at a first-clam summer reser t.
The table will al all times he supplied with the beet tile market affords in addition toour own garden. We have employed flret-eltuie cooks and an e resent lease of rumec. Ourown dairy will supply fr eh milk and butter. In fact everything will be done to reinter astay at Crittenden pieissant
The waters are too well Is 114'811 to 114.4..1 etminient. They are simply:unsurpassed by saysprings in thls conutry.
Rates VC* to $1.5O per day. and $10 to $12 per week.
•
T. C. 141411.Wr1.1. we, Ind.J. H. Filial,- A HD, M•rion, Ky.
BRI DWELL & MILLVA ED.
dawiss.
A General Stampede in Prices
r901B 30
0301fronririggss
35 Pieces Fine Dress Goods, worth $ 90 go for $ 75
15 60 " 374





20 Patterns Lwely China Silk worth .90 and $1.25 down
to .55 and .90.
All Our French Novelties
te ‘t
Dress Gingham worth






worth $20 00 go for
























A Big Drive in Carpets,Rugsand Lace Curtains.
White Goods worth 081 05
Parasols worth 5 00 for 3 50
44 
4 00 44 3 00
3 50 6, 2 75
2 (X) " - 1 50 .
1 76. ti 1 25
1 50 .. 1 00
The best $2,00 Ladies Shbe on earth for the money.
full line of Stribley & Emeron's Shwa at bottom pri
Everything in the Notion Line can 1)6 found in our







N ASH V I LLE, TENN.,
Are sel I i lig t heir
HIGH tiltADE
TOBACCO GROWER
ionl ether breeds of Fertilizer at wenterrIALE
rel. Es to -Weeeiers" sod other fa•mers. Ifyo 'sway dealer or agent entond supply youwrite tone Factory fur prices. Addrees
Box ND, Nashville, Teas.t-eletee
The (4reat Siiiimict• :Ind Winter Re irt
ale11:3.a.,N.A7 la C)11 13 viz') OD
111A.1-4...kUAalllaI 4M. 31E3ECIPTJ
Daweon, Hopkins County. Ky.
Thee( Celebrated Chalvbeate tall sae Swine.: are ,Iluenvi I m me.lhoe'y upon theport News & slim' Valley Reellreeed, Is.) noire West of I, ui•vi y., end :_ireI.:wet of y.
The ..4A.XCe.,Ci.i3, 2-3© \Ise
Ia new told neatly furnished at h • rapacity of entertaining elti mesons T ne owner*Hotel lari. also owner". of the Springs and Ihe glieid.u. the Arcadia 1.0%1•4e have ra(loam TO THE FIPRINete ehout extra eherge. about(' "emceemonths of May and June efTer vont vies to persons visiting theand liquid Malta are manufacturedellthese mileage. For .„•smph
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.will furnish the Weekly NEW
and any of the publications
below at prices indicated:
tat 6 loset te . - il.t10
Louisville Post. 5 In
Den111,rat.. 1.7S
. N.ws Lim
Lusts Republic. I si
ceseetr-Jourust .... .. . . I S)
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Mae Annie Braden is visiting rela-
tiviii at Belleview.
Mrs. E. A. Cunningham has r
e-
turned home from Rome, lie.
Mr. H. Metz, of Nashville, is visi
t-
ing Mr. and Mks. A. A. Metz.
Curtis Mitchell of Temple, Texas,
is visiting relatives in the city.
Miss Gerty Blakey, cf Beilview,
was shopping in the city to-duly.
Miss Mary Houker, of Springfield,
Tenn., Is visiting Miss Linuie Lander.
Mrs. Sam Fox is expected home
from Fort Worth, Texas, this even-
ing.
Illiaollatalaie White and Mrs. Ham
of Julien, were shopping in the tety
to-day.
Tommie Ennis, of this city, is v ii-
ii mg friends and relatives in Pri .ce-
ton.
Ed Cross, a prominent young mer-
chant of Bell, Ky., was in the city
Tuesday.
Mime Kate Owalliney, of Evans-
ville, is visiting relatives and friends
in the city.
Miss Buela Penick, of Pembroke, is
v siting Miss Annie McRae, on north
Main street.
Miss Mary Radford returned Sat-
urday from a visit to friends in
Clarksville.
Col. A. H. (lark, who has been
quite wick for several days, at his
ou-L-6-"Wir5B-"ritay-4;treets ta_i101_v con-_
val ewe n t
Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Bush "sill re-
an early date to the new
cottage, corner Eleventh and
Clay streets.
Mr.. Mary Temple and' Mr. Harry
Temple, of Bowling Green, Ky , are
visiting their cousin, Mrs. G. H. Mer-
ritt, of this city.
Miss Blanche Keene, a popular and
aecompliehed young lady of Shelby-
ville, Ky., is tbe guest of Ler friend,
Mies Mary Green.
Henderson tileaner:-Mrs. S. G.
Buekner and daughter, Miss Mettle,
are the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Thom-
as NV. Buckner on Lower Main street.
Mr. Ed R. Bassett and bride, nee
Miss Havant), of Litchfield, spent sev-
eral days this week with Mr. and
Mr. E. B. Bassett, on North Main
street.
Died
la this city on the 10th inst., Pearl
the youngest child of Mr. and Mrs.
Dick Morris, aged 24 months. She
was a sweet and amiable child, the
y and light of ttie household, but
snore will the sweet childish voice
!tile Pearl be beard, nor the pat-
er her little feet, for she has been
ted to a purer and brighter
than this, and f would say to
the pareute, brothers and sisters,
weep not, for Jesus says: "Suffer
little ehildrett to come unto me and
toet.iti them not for of such is the
do... of heavtu."
I strive to its et her in _heaven,
die will le- al the beautiful gate
✓ eh i s•g f .r pit.
demlli can's axe deals r ght and ler ,
Swat II as a ell as oalt.6,
au little Pearl bi  s ho inore,




eit) of liopkinsvd e'.
it. ittA draggitig
lllt •ti the prineipal
rmitie It ie a nieleauce
uld not be tolerated. Ma-
t was entirely blockaded all
rday and yesterday by the
house which lately stood
lot of Mr. Flack. The emi-
rs who undertook the removal
building neglecrza to hang out
diner signal and pedestrians
were liable to run into
any motneot. The council elec-
t* protect the interests of the city
Ulm people to be imposed upon*
ens ever by the gas company, by
ndirosid company aril] any other
y or individual who feels dis-
to abuse his privilege. A huge
of and brick stood for six
upon Main street without a
t at either end. If an acei-
Iced happened, the taxpayers of
insville would have been forced
pay a heavy judgment. It will
y be two weeks before the old
residence reaches its destine-
bet the people suffer the incon-
It must pass through the
I street of the c;ty before it
aches the place for which it is de-
signed.
Death of James T. Glint.
Nine weeks ago Mr. James T. Gant,
_ef Mr. and Mrs. Henry Omit, of
city, came from his temporary
In Missouri, and was taken
ntly 111 of typhoid-malarial fever
ly after his arrival. Ever since
time he has been a great suffer-
ands, has had physicians at him
e. Born and reared in Hop-
Hie, it was but natural that the
warm friends of his youth and
numbood should be solicitous
blo eoudition. and every day and
N is his illness, inquiries con-
him have bees made. Several
ago his friends' learned, with
pleasure, that he was slightly
and in a fair way to re-
It was announced upon the
Wednsday afternoon that Mr.
bed died in a sudden relapse,
ions of sorrow and regret
filfaeral.
after noon his etinditiou
ingly worse and by two
breathed his last,
. °ant left his natiVe city
art several years ago there
teAre popular or more high-
young man in Hopkins-
had by the exercise of his
owmente, by good judg-












Mr• a a Wiley has qualified and AN INFAMOUS MEASURE.
entered upon the discharge of his du-
ties as city tax collector. Mr. Wiley,../-7
has his office with D. L. Johnson. The Federal
Go to Thompson & Meadi.r. for fly
aervens. Mrs. Will Elliot
 who was thrown
from a buggy on seventh street seve-
Flour end Haut sacks for sale at
this 
office.•
ral evenings since is not improving
and it is now feared that cite received
\Vail paper-latest some internal injury from the fall.
Hopper Bros. , Louisville Critic:-City Attorney
R. E. Faulkner, of the Herndon Henry Barker and his brother Max-
n“Ighborhood, who has been quite ill well came here f out Christian P.11 lily
for some time, is now couvalereent. aud "caught on" in excellent etyre.
A rabid dog wee killed by citizens If the Pinev
ille boom goes on all
neer Fairview yesterday after a long right, they Maud
 to make about
chase. The animal had bitten sever- $150,000 clear.'
al other doge before it was overtaken. Brickwork on the eloayen building
The Forbes cottages 011 Clay etre* t, Is progressing rapidly, the weather of
are now about c pleted, and they
anti artist ie homes..
ready for occupancy
next week.
The debris is being removed from
the burned distree on Seventh street
adjoining the NEW ERA office, pre-
paratory to the erection of a new and
handsome two-story block.
The members of the Episcopal Sun-
day school, with their teachers, are
are picnicking at the grove at (*Italy-
beate Springs. They. went out on the
10 o'clock train this morning, and
will return at 5 this afternoon.
The Pembroke Baptist Church has
called Rev. J. M. Prestridge to take
pastoral charge, as temporary sup-
ply, for the next three mouths. Mr.
Presbridge has accepted the call, and
will preach his first sermon there next
Sunday morning.
$t.* that the census enumerator
does not overlook your name or the
names of any friend or member of
your family. It is very essential to
our future that every resident '3f Hop-
kinsville should be include
The attention of our readers ri-
veted to the advertisement of a sale
of some desirable and valuable tracts
of land near La Fayette. This prop-
erty will be sold at the Court House
door, in this city, to the highest bid-
der, at public auction, on Monday,
July 7, by Hunter Wood, Master
Commissiolier.
Elbridge Trice was arrested Satur-
day on a warrant sworn out by Wil-
liam Moses, charging him with steal-
ing a watch from the latter. When
brought up for examination, it was
found that the evidence was not suffi-
cient to sustain the charge, and, con-
sequently, the defendant NVILS dis-
charged.
Jim White; a disreputable charac-
ter, who was sent to the workhouse
from Garretesburg several days ago,
for drunk and disorderly conduct,
succeeded in effecting his escape Sort-
ablv afternoon, by climbing over a
barb-wire fence eight feet in height.
All efforts to capture him have thus
far been futile.
At the request oemmeeserell8 mem-
bers of his congre,..-, ir. W. I-
Nourse delivered Sunday morning
at the Presbyterian church, the ser-
mon preached to the students of the
Southwestern University two weeks
ago. The discourse is a powerful
and logical one, full of thoughts re-
plete with great ideas. It was very
much enjoyed by those who heard it.
The Brame murder trial, which
was to have begun Mon-
day in the Criminal Court
alb Nashville, Tenn., did not
come off It Was continued until the
first Monday in October on an affida-
vit of the defendant that his wit-
nesses did not answer. In the mean
time Braine will remain in jail with-
out boud.
The Farmers' and Laborers' Union
is growing very rapidly in Kentucky
There are now 60 County Unions and
more than 1800 sub-unions in the
State. The organization is In a very
flourishing condition in Christian
county, and is rapidly increasing In
numbers. The County Union will
meet in this city on Friday and Sat-
urday, July 4th and 5th, and a large
and interesting meeting is anticipw-
ed.
A horse attaelleil to s tau -rgY driven
by Mrs. Will Elliott, brewer fright-
ened n See. tell • lie. I N. ilea)
afternoon, r41.1 ran au my, overturn
ing the Welty and ttioe lug its even -
pent to ihe el reet west it crifle force.
Tne lady's head ?gruel( i he eurb-tolie,
and the severity of the blow rendered
her see-wire» for sem- ii tIC. Iler in-
juries were verv peinful, hut, forme-
ately, will not tie 'written. tit or se-
rious.
A team twhiliging to Mr. Marlow
JohnetiA became frightened yesterday
evening at time Rock bridge, on north
Main street, and ran away. Mrs. A.
U. Bush was on tier way to town and
just in front front of Otho Lander' 4
the team ran into her carriage. For-
tunately, however, but little damage
was done. Mrs. Hush's presence of
mind and prompt action were all that
saved her.
Harry Buckner and George Cole-
man, both young colored men of ties
city, quarreled over some technical
point in a game of base ball Wednes-
day and finally fell to blows. Cole-
man hurled a large stone at his ad-
vermaty but missed his mark and was
knocked senseless with a bat* ball
bat. The blow was struck with tre-
mendous force and.Coleman sank to
the ground and remained Insensible
for several minutes. It was at first
thought that his skull was fractured
but a medical examination proved
his injury to be only a 'scalp wound.
Buckuer was taken into custody.
Read the advertisement of the Ar-
cadi i House, the celebrated hostelry
of Daweou Springs. which appears
elsewhere in this paper. This is a
large, commodious anti elegantly fur-
nished hotel, admirably kept and
conveniently located. The proprie-
tors of the Arcadia House are also
owners of the Springs, and the guests
of the hotel have free access to the
waters without any extra charge.
The hotel is still under the most ex-
cellent management o/ Mr. J. W.
Pritchett, who is widely and favora-
bly known to hundreds ef ladies and
gentlemen who have been guests of
the Arcadia.
Hon. James A. McKenzie has ac-
cepted an invitation extended him by
the National Farmers Alliance to de-
liver an address to the representatives
of the organizetion at Omaha, Ne-
braska, on Aug. 27. McKenzie's repu-
tation as an orator is second only to
his name as a statesman, a name won
by earnest and eloquent efforts to se-
cure mere just legislation in the in-
terest of the agricultural classes du-
ring his public career. It is eminent-
ly proper that he should have been
selected for this occasion and that he
will win fresh laurels, is a foregone
oouclindon. Mr. McKenzie will speak
on "Legislation as it effects the farm-
er's interests."
The shooting match, barbecue and
trotting matinee at the Driving Park
Saturday, was al'. that it proniimed to
he and w rgely attended by gen-
e-e'en both frets' the city and coon-




lie was tilling important
for several large NVestern
s and had the contidenee and
of every man with whom
contact. Mi. Gaut was
of age and his death at
ienela particular-
"4•11.1Kr;:e4) which it
eey club with ease. In the r
Mr. James Gaines, of M
won easily in straight
event of the evening warellie race be-
tween Nora G. and MollkMc., which
wee won by time 
,
latter II straight
heats, Nora breaking badly through-
out the race. Dr. Wood's Henry
Bowling was the vietor In the third
race, defeating a pair of fleet 'Repliers
Mr. MoNaney deiverves no little 'redit
eeeteeler for times or the day and the en-




the past two weeks being very favor-
able to building. The seeend story
whitlows have beeu adjusted, and the
heaviest part of the work completed.
Ills more than probable that the con-
tractors will finish the work sooner
than was anticipated.
The Clarksville Progress says in
noting the sudden death of Mrs.
George Avant: The circumstances
are such as to excite auspitiou of
poisoning, and the suspicion has cen-
tered on George W. Avant, husband
of deceased. An order for his arrest
has been issued and is now in the
hands of an officer who has gone in
search of his Ulan.
The degree of Doctor of Divinity
was eoaferred upon Rev. J. W.
Lewis, of this city, by the trustees of
the Centenary College, Jackson, La.,
at its commencement, June 3, Ise°.
His many friends will congratulate
him upon this just and well-merited
recognition of scholarly and theolog-
ical attainments, combined with rare
pulpit attainments.
In this issue of the New EltA Will
be found an attractive ad. of Critten-
den Springs, together with a hand-
some cut of the Springs Hotel. This
is one of the most noted health and
pleasure resorts in Kentucky, and the
present season promises to be the
mote successful in its history. Many
improvements have been made by the
new managenient, which proposes to
leave nothing undone which can con-
tribute to the pleasure of the guests.
A tine string band is engaged for the
season, and the young people who
pass the time at Crittenden will find
ample means of amusement. Messrs.
Bridwell & Hillyard, the present pro-
prietors, have had wide experience,
and their names guarantee a pleasant
keita011.
IS HE GUILTY?
George Avant Arrested and Jailed
Charged With Wife-Murder-
sensat tonal Allegations.
George W. Avant, of Montgomery
county, Tenn., is now in jail at
Clarksville awaiting a preliminary
examination upon a very grave and
revolting charge, that of administer-
ing poison to the wife of bie bosom.
An account of the very sudden and
suspicious death of Mrs. Avant has
appeared in the NEW ERA before.
The circumstances are such as to
place Mr. Avant in a very unenvia-
ble light, even though he way be
guiltless of the charge. His wife's
arge estate was in her own name,
but under a will made several years
ago the husband is full heir. On the
Thursday that Mrs. Avant died the
trisoner went to the drug store of V.
W. Smith, in New Providence, and
bought ten cents worth of strych-
nine. Ile said he wanted it for the
purpose of killing rats. Obtaining
the drug he went home, and the
prosecution claims to be able to prove
by a negro servant, that he gave his
wife a toddy; that she tasted it and
complained of its being very bitter;
that Avant told her to drink it, say-
rig that it was liver medicine he was
giving her. The woman drank the
whisky and died shortly thereafter.
The negro ran to the residence of
Thom. Davis, which was near by, and
acquainted the family with the death.
Wheu Davie got to the house Mrs.
event was net quite dead. Ile put a
negro on his horse and rent him for
lie Hollow Red 1/r. Bell. To this
\ vain ',ejected and threatened to
kb I; Davie ow lime plater, saying that
it would do no good, that she was
dead anal all the physivians in the
paill lily could not cilVe her. Carolina o
ecurred at Melrose
The coroner, nceompanied by phy- Stat ion, at I lie so
uthern side of SAltola
left Clarksville yesterday tor Mountain, als oil thirty-
two met ii
the place or iteerment and va ill ex- I from this eily, o
n the .‘slieville uk
Election Bill A Disgraeis
to its Fathers.
It Will ramis the House. Bait it N'ill Die
in The Senate
WAsiiisteros, June 19 -The Fed-
eral election law adopted by the Re-
publican gaueum is considered the
most vindietive and villauotim meal-.
tire proposed In the Congress of the
United States since the close (if the
war. If the bill was entitled "an net
to raise hell in the South" it would
be more appropriately named than it
was by Mr. Lodge and the Republi-
can caucus.
Mr. I Hop, id Georgia. one of the
ablest lawyers in Cougress, has not
had an opportunity to make a care-
ful legal study of the measure and its
effects upon the country. In a casu-
al way, however, he said to yodr cor-
respondent this evening: "It is the
most outrageous and Iniquitous meas-
ure ever brought before lemigress for
passage. It is so drawn as not to be
enforced except upon a petition of
100 velers in a city district, or 50 vot-
ers in a county or parish. As such a
petition can only be gotten up in the
South among the scalawags and car-
pet-baggers, it is intended only to ap-
ply to the South. It is simply the
legal measure by which the Repub-
licans exe t to steal many Southernse
districts 
wte, 
ther they receive the
requisite nuniber of votes or not, and
thereby to perpetuate their power."
Ex-Cov. McCreary, of Kentucky,
like Mr. Crime had not made a thor-
ough investigation of the bill, but,
after a slight glance over it, said to
your correspondent: "I regard the
bill as the most dangerous introduc-
ed in the House at this session. In-
deed, no measure of reconstruction
times was more tyrannical than thie.
Its object is to save a Republican
majority iu the next House, which
otherwise would be Democratic. It
Is a sectional bill which will lead to
riot and bloodshed."
Senator Gorman of Maryland, a
far-seeing politician, - remarked:
"No, the Democrats will not caucus
ole the Federal election bill. There
is*ot the slightest necessity for them
to adopt this course. It wodld be
simply useless. The House, no
doubt, will pass the bill agreed to at
the party caucus, but the Senate
will never agree to it. The fact is,"
continued the Maryland Senator,
"that, under the Reed regime, the
Senate legislates for the country.
The House passes bills, concocts
schemes and the Senate kills them.
The aWeect of the House, under the
circumitances, in passing an election
bill so radical and vicious as the one
proposed, is merely to titer up feeling
in the North against Southern elec-
tions, and thus create capital for Re-
publican campaign orators to draw
against."
The general belief Is that the bbl
will pass the Hduse tinder Reed's
lash and that he will force every Re-
publican to vote for it.
It is supposed now that Reed will
report snddenly some morning one of
his unique rules providing for the
immediate consideration of the bill
and allow three or four hours debate
on it, when the previous queleion
will be ordered and a vote taken.
This is h:s usual wey of doing things,
and, as stated heretofore in these
oispatchem, the House, under Reed,
is not a deliberative body, but a mere
machine to execute the decree of the
caucus. l'he chances are, however,
that the bill will not pees the Senate.
The Democrats can talk it to death if
they so desired, but It is believed that
every one of the Republicans who
voted for free coinage will join the
Democrats in voting to beat the elec-
tion law if necessary. It is certain
that the Republican senators are be-
coming very tired of Reed's methods.
and that they intend from now on to
rebuke hint whenever they get an (op-
portunity.
- • WIMP. •
ANG HER •EIVOUS tYKE K.
Mime the body and hold an autepey
with a view to ascertaining il her
death was tiattetkepoisou.
Avant was ÷formerly a citizen of
the Longview vicinity, this county,
and has uniny friends who refuse to
believe that he is guilty of a crime so
inhuman. His wife was Miss Hettie
Rives, daughter of a wealthy citizen
of Montgomery county.
The cafe promises to be one of un-
usual interest and many sensational




SAN FRANCISCO. June 19.-Being
duly authorized by all the parties
concernd, the California Athletic
flub directors have decided to match
the winner of ehe Sullivan-Jackson
battle against the winner of the Sla-
vin-McAuliffe contest, booked to take
place shortly in London. These men
will expect a purse of at least $10,000
and the club officials are prepared to
offer fully this sum.
President Ross Jackmeon, of the Oc-
cidental Club, announces that he will
hang up a $2,000 purse for
a fight between Billy Murphy, cham-
pion featherweight of the world, and
Jack McAuliffe, champion light-
weight. Murphy is willing to put up
$500 as a guarantee that lie will meet
Mc m alitle iu the ring. Jimmy Car-
roll will go East shortly in the hope
of getting a return match with Mc-
Auliffe, and has issued a chailenge to
fight any man in the world at 133
pounds for a suitable puree and $3,-
000 on the side.
11.
Kentucky Preset items.
The La Grange owl hes been
changed to the New Era.
The Louisa News has been en-
larged to an eight-colutun folio.
Col. Virginia's Ilutchen, the talent-
ed editor of the Fulton Argus,
is preparimg to publish a book of
prose and poetry of his owu coniposi-
tion.
Messrs. Colliers & Co. are the pub-
lishers of a new paper at Henderson,
called the Unionist. It is a seven-
column folio, and neutral in pol-
itics.
Mr. George T. Harris has launched
the Carlisle Reporter at Arlington,
Carlisle County, and E. K. Shultz
has begun time publicitiou of the
(limbo Farmer at Beaver Dani, (lido
County.
TOBACCO SALES.
lioCK I NSV I r.f.E.
Sales by Nat I ;either Co., for the
week ending June 18th, 1890 of 57
Hogsheads of tobacco as follows:
34 Web". mediuni to good leaf, $800
7 WO 7 75 6 00 6 25 6 25 7 25 7 211 7 10 6 00
7 50 7 25 6 50 6 50 7 00 7 30 7 50 6 70 7 25
6 75 7 60 6 00 6 00 6 2:5 6 50 7 2.5 7 75 654)
6 75 6 75 6 65 6 30 6 55.
13 fields. common leaf, 5 00 5 50 5 50
4 65 5 00 4 75 5 e5 4 50 5 70 5 30 4 10 4 5.5
450.
10 Idols. common to medium lugs
1 50 to 3 OU.
Market active and higher on all
grades of lest.
•
Cm I. hum able mother! Why don't
you I-odt alter the 'elf ere of your 'MA ly
thud? The Ilittnie hadn't Waft enough to
get It a boa of Dr. Ball's Wee bestroyers.
A Train Plunges Moen the NI onto •lei
'41. 1' a Horrible Creels.
Asti hal me:, N. C., J mine 19.-Per-
11e11$ the meet first ructive wreck
both in I.fe and property ever klieWli
in the kin: a ry tif the Western North
Spurt an bit rg Tuesday
night.
The dead are: Engineer J. J.
Smyra, of Chester, S. C.; Engineer
Lewis Tutitmtall, of Yorktown, Pa.;
Fireman W. G. Taylor, of Morris-
town, Tenn.. sou of W. P. Taylor, for
twenty years a conductor on the
East Tenuessee, Virginia & Georgia
Railroad.
The Injured are: C. eloweoek, flag-
man, thigh broken; George Rieketts,
conductor. injuries not serious-es-
caped by jumpiug; William Hoe, fire-
man, slight injuries, escaped by
juniping; two colored brakemen,
named Foster anal Greenlee, painful
but not dangerous wounds.
From the apex of Saluda Mountain
to Melrose, the scene of the accident,
a instance of more than three miles,
there is a fall of fully 600 feet. This
fact has made the railroad authori-
ties specially careful at this point,
and an erigine is kept constantly there
to help tFaine up and down the moun-
tain. The track was very wet %a lien a
coal train started, and soon after be-
ginning the descent it became very
evident th At the twelve loaded cars
were too much for both engines to
hold, with all brakes clown, and the
itpeed quickened under the heavy
pressure until a velocity of seventy-
live miles an hoer was reached, when
the tracks spread, mud the entire out-
fit plunged headlong down the moun-
tam with a horrible crash, burying
beneath the broken ears, cross-ties
and earth, the brave fellows who had
stood to their posts. The loss ti' the
conipany in engines and cars alone
will reach $75,000.
The et underoue Red. kin.
New Yoke June 19.-A special to
the Herald from El Paso, Tex., mays
a cowboy has arrived at eerier, a sta-
tion on the Southeru Pacific Road,
140 mike west of El Paso, with a re-
port of an Indian massaere. The cow-
boy says that he and ten other men,
who were encamped on a ranch ten
miles north of keeper, were surprised
on Monday night by a band of twen-
ty-five Indians. The Indians tired
into the camp, and the cowboy who
brings the information says he sew
three of him companions shot dead,
and he thinks that all except himself
were killed. He managed to elude
the Indians, and made his way to
Spar. Bands of armed men left
Deming and Lordsburg yesterday
itl• search of the murderous sa
v-
ages.
Whipped h,y W 
SIOUX l'ITY, In., JUDO 19 -A crowd
of a dozen women, headed by Mrs.
Nellie Snyder, a widow, called Pat
Gorman from his room at the Ex-
change Hotel last night, anal matinee
'keret' a severe thrashing, by using
whips, rallies anti harness tugs. Gor-
man was badly punished. He re-
treated to his room, where he got a
revolver, and prevented the women
from entering. Gorman had shin-
tiered Mrs. Sityder, with whom lie




Returns Front the Several Precincts
Show the Strength onto, Par-
ties---Even 7100 Votes
Registered,
The NEW ERA is able to present
to Its readers to-day a care-
fully prepared table showing the
total ntenber of voters registered in
Christian county. The figures ale in
-the male' ()Melee only a few precinct,'
being el.:boated, and theme are based
upon information of the need rel table
nature.
The result is a triumph for the
friends of the registration law. and a
blow to the political trickidere and
demagogues -who oppotteal its presage,
and have come:wily eitilea% tired to
prejudice the minds of the ignorant
against it. It demonstrates one thing
very clearly-that the Democrats of
Christian County are neither dead
nor sleeping, but are alive to the du-
ties incumbent upon them, and are
thoroughly organized and are pre-
pared for the battle in August.
The days of Republican supremacy in
Christian County are numbered, and
a thoroughly honest and upright ad-
min'stration of the county's affairs
















embrokte •   18.1
t'rofton  372
Beverly 102
itelleview.   96
Longview.  73
Barker's Mill  79
Oak Grove  65
Garretteburg  95
Union School House ell






Fruit Hill   143
Mt. Vernon.  194
Seateie Mill.  227
Fairview, No. 1  104
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Some Startling Inquiries Made of Him
by Enumerators.
Nashville American
Raymond B. Sloan, a Democrat
who yesterday resigned his commis-
sion as Special Agent of the Census,
was interviewed by an American re-
porter last night and made the fol-
lowing statement: He says that he
is positive from what he has learned
In hie official capacity that, if not a
national conspiracy under the leader-
ship of Roes quay, there is, at least,
certainly a cabal in this State com-
posed principally of Emit Tennessee
Republicans, under the leadership of
"Boss" Houk and Alf Taylor, and
its purpose is to reduce the repre-
sentation in Democratic districts and
to increase it in the Republican dis-
tricts. By sonic oversight on the
part of the directors of the census
Mr. Sloan was appointed, but the
fact that lie was a Jeffereoulan Dem-
ocrat was soon discovered and he
was, according to his own statement,
Ignored and has been given no work.
His name, however, was published
in The American as one of the special
agents, and he positively asserts that
lie has received comniunicatioue
from enumerators who, thinking
him a Republican and also muppoming
him to be well posted, wanted to get
his advice as to how they might pro-
ceed. He says that he does not wish
to expo,* these subordinates unless
forced to do so, but that he can pro-
duce these letters if the necessity
arrilier. The following are some ex-
tracts from letteis which he claims
to have: One moles: "Will it be
necessary, in order to facilitate nay
euletteratiou, to report more than
Republicaus'."'
Another: "Shall I enumerate
everything in my diatrict or eliall I
report only Republicans?" Another,
with less sense than even the average,
rit, s and asks it lie Iota to cilia-
merate (oily "Ili ggers" or must he
testi count the wheys. 31r. Sloan
say s that he lib., tit It ast twenty lel-
t..rs of the seine eliararter, and that
he knows that there will mit lie a fair
remit iii Middle Tennessee. He says
Gnat there art. .everml mitre of street
Ii his et-elion of town. that liaVe
tiever seen tin enumerator, and that
in his immediate neighborhood thei
enumerator, the olle Wilt) lili4U Red
the little girl, has not, since perform-
ing the act, been seen, lie stated
that lie believed that there weuld be
at least 1,500 families In Davidson
county who would be left out. lei•
of Mr. Sloan's correspondents asked
if he must arrange so that Naeliville
would not show a larger population
than Memphis.
Grand Army he-sisal Inc.
SAN ANTON ill, TEX., JUlle 19.-San
A u ton lo Republicans, and (ireful
_Army circles particularly, are just
now agitated over an event unpar-
alleled in Texas. At a recent meet-
ing of E. 0.4'. Order Post, G. A. It.,
the adjutant was instructed to erase
the name of Col. J. P. Newcomb from
the roll of membership. Col. New-
comb was commander of the post last
year, and has always manifeeted a
lively interest In A. It. affairs ill
Texas, having been several times a
delegate from this depai Orient to the
national encampments. The reason
for striking his name from the rolls is
the alleged discovery that he was
never enlieted in the Union army,
and never fired a vhot for the pres-
ervation of the Union. Col. New-
comb is one ef the most prominent
and active Republicans in Texas. He
was Secretary of State miller the Da-
vis regime, amid, in connection with
the redoubtable and flamboyant
Thomas Perterhoupe Ochiltree, has
pretty well controlled Federal pat-
ronage in 'free-. Col. Newcomb was
postmaster of this city under Preei-
dent Arthur, and now hold,' the peti-
tion of supervisor of this census dis-
trict. His dismissal from the (I. A.
R. Is expected to cause serious trouble
in the Republican party of Texas, as
lie is personally one of the most
(liar men in the Slate.
Here's a Kite-String for Yee, Boys.
It will require 55,000 tons of twine
to bind the graiu crop of this coun-
try this season, should it be an aver-
age crop. Every pound sittillid !Delta-
ure sexed 500 feet. Now, boys, Hup-
p use you had all this twine fair a
kiteatritig, ,how high could you f1y
your kite?. 1,090,60e 17-264 meets.
That's right.
The kite may go up out of your
eight and surprise the mat' in the
moon. Sonic of this twine is very
good and 'strong, made of Manilla
and Sisal, and some 'if it is mo poor
we fear it would fail you Just at m
titne when the kite was highest.
If 300 want a perfectly safe and
sure string, get that made by the
Deering Factory, which is made of
the best fiber, in the best manner,
and is of great etrength, reel induce
your father to buy this for his har-
vester, and it will verve either hits







Having reconsidered my former anoint ce-
ment for Jailer of Christian ('ounty, subject
tvbthe f the Democratic party, and
gaietee of my man) friends. I
ace myself as an Independent
r the above oRice.
Keepactfully,
J. D. uilos.•
A ISItA EM AN.
To Jack Evans. Si, hoots Division, L. &
N , Killed at Mt. Vernon,
111...lune 11
tia.t-tearitneil It'. Sums, 'weather bootee,
Hands that show the scars of toll,
ho you envy hlin his station,
Patient Oilier of the soil?
lii th• p'ensant summer wt ether,
Standing 011 the cur-top high,
lie can view the ehanglitg landscape,
As he nimbi.. swiftly to .
W bile lir Walls the beauteous picture,
Which your lovely land:wet e makes,
Sudilenly, across his dreaming,
Cori the quirk, shrill cry for brakes!
Put, when winter's ley fingers
Covers earth with snowy showers,
.% lid the northwind, like a inadiu•n,
Rushes, while shrieking i011ti-
Then, behold the gallant brakeman
Spring to heed the engine's call,
Running 011 the ley car-tope--
OA protect him If he falls!
Do not scorn to greet him kindly;
II.' will give y01111111tte for motile -
Though lie is nothing but a braltentan,
Lk) not deem him surely vile!
Speak toilful, in kindly language.
Though tilt clothes he coarse and plain:
In ills fearless 1.11*Oni beats
A heart that feeb both joy and pain
lie may 1111%e s iv Mowed tiwr,
lie inay be her only joy,
And, at home, she Is praying
For the safety of her boy!
How he loves that dear old mother!
Toiling for her day by du),
Always bringing home some present
Every time lie draws his pay.
Daily facing Death and Danger;
famoe nii.step, or slip of hand,
Sell& a ) 66 tr, unlucky brakeman,
Ti that dreadful Unknown Land'
When we scan the evening paper,
And note what Itc col ..... na may,
lirh.f lint. attracts our notice-
One more brakeman k tiled to-gay!"
holier ionely little cc,' tate,
Waiting in the holed light,
Sits the luckless brakeman's mother,
She experts bet boy to-nlifat
Nome  brings the fatal message;
God have memy on her, pray,
she reads the awful Ildi nip :
" Killed while coupling ears to-day!"
PREFERRED LOCAL'S.
Phosphated Gelatine
GET A FREE SAMPLE.
PlOURSE & MOORE.
Our "Monarch" Rake
is superior to all sulky spring-tooth
rakes made. It does not gather dust,
dirt, manu,e and other rubbish as
spring-tooth rakes do. Bunches 500
to 1,000 pounds in a place, and in
much better shape to be cocked or
pitched on a wagon, as preferred. A
great iniprovement for gathering
Clover for Seed, Flax and other
grain, as well as gathering and haul-
ing hay to Barracks or sheds in the
5-19d2t w4t. J. It. GREEN & Co.
Anderson's
Electric Prophylactic will prevent
Cholera and Gapes among your
Chickens. For sale by E. G. Gaither.
A Deering Selfbinder, as good as
new for $2.1. Apply to
W. J. WITHERS & SON.
Phosphated Gelatine
Health, Food and Nerve Tonic.
NOURSE & MOORE.






so their Rat and Ver-
ment Extractor. Try
it. Wyly & Burnett.
Tha Druggists.







BAKERY AND SODA room'
At a Great Bargain.
As I contetnplate a change of limi-
ness, I offer the above articles,
both in first-rate order at
prier,' which defy compe-
tition. Call and examlue.
W• F •
25 " " heavy mixed seamless Socks, original price 25. - -
10 " ,. silk embroidered Suspenders, " 
,, 50c.,
5 44 44 fine (soiled) Linen bosom Lanndried anci---lhisuuldried
Shirts, worth $1.00 -
50 doz. Gents heavy cotton double heel and toes seamless hose, rib-
bed top, worth.15c.,





Although our Spring trade has been far better than our most san
gum expectations, still we have a few lines ot goods that must be sold
as we do not care to carry over anything, therefore, they must and will
be sold, and when you see the prices we have put on them, and exam-
ine the quality and make of the goods, you will be convinced that we
mean business.
Nice Suits Ranging From $3.00 To $5.00.
ST-TITS FROZ.Z $10.00 TO $13.00.
An e:cgant line of Draletas, Pongee Silks, Alpacas, Worsteds, Linens, &e., for
Summer wear. The largest line of
I&ttEifia.C1 tral-vv
 IN THE CITY. 
20 Youth's Suite, different patterns,
Nice Woolen, will sell at $350.
20 Suits efens seine, a little soiled,
worth $1000 to $13 00, will be closed
"at $5.00.
1100 Four-ply Linen Collars, all siz-
es and styles, worth 10 to lees. each,
!mutt ge at 2eicte.
50 Pain' Smith & Slaughtoner cele-
brated and warranted $3.00 Shoes
will be clotted out at. $1.99.
100 Pairs Smith & Slaughton's
Warranted $4.00 Shoes will be closed
at $2.9.
75 Pair of Geo. Hooker's fine $4.00
and $5.00 Shoes must go at $2.88, $3.48
and $3.88.
Before you purchase call and see us,
50 Sults, assorted sizes and colon,
Sacks and Frock, worth from PM Oa
$12.00, will go at e5.00. 25 Sults
worth $8.00 to $13 00, will go at $7.00.
40 Pairs large sizes P. Calf Solid
Sole Gaiter Shoes, worth $1.75 to be
closed out at $1.22.•
50 Pairs Mena P. Calf Congress and
Lace Shoes, all Sizes, cheap at $2.00
go at $1.44.
Pye, Dicken & Wall,
The Clothing and Furnishing House of Hopkinoville, Main Street, next door to
Bank of Hopkinsville.
ON JULY 1, 
We take our regular Semi-arnual Invoice, and while we know it is
an old threadbare story, still it is none the less true that before stock-
taking we are anxious to reduce it as low as possible and especially to
clean out all the odds and ends, and in order to do this we will make
cuts and reductions in every tine that will surely inure to the benefit of
our customers We can't quote everything, but depend upon us, we
will give you genuine bargains, we have never disappointed you, we
could not afford to do it, nor will we this time. As an earnest of what
you may expect we quote:






30 " Silk, Flannel and French Cambric Shirts at manufacturer's prices.
In Clothing and Hats we will offer some terrific cuts, they may no
ei rity you to death, but if they dont cause a broad grin of satisfaction
to pass over countenance we will be disappointed.
1ClepEaartinent.
10 doz. Ladies finest hand.turned Kid Oxford Ties, origiind prices $2.00 to $3.00,
cut to $1.50 to $2.00.
We will receive our third large shipment of our $1.00 Kid Oxford next week.
Try one pair of them. We .warrant them and repair free every paic that don't give
sat isfact ion
Ladies Kid Toe Slippers worth 75c. for 50c.
Mens Solid Seamless Shoes worth $1.25 for 99e.
Repairing done neatly and on time. Shoes made to order at lower prices than
can be had at any other shop in town. Henry Veth on the bench.
TIMEILIME: CP Etc, 3P3r1(34B 121 1=P1iadim 1E'aisgurs
a•is.
J. H. ANDERSON & CO.,
RANDLE, GLASS CORNER. MAIN STREET.
Gish building, opp. Pharnix Hotel.
NOTICE.
The undersigned, surviving part-
ner of the late firm of Chas. McKee
& Co., will sell for sixty days, the
stock of groceries now in store, on
whieb, for cash, great bargains can
be procured.
Accounts made to this date are re-
quired to be paid on presentation
when due, otherwise they will be
placed in the hands of proper per-
mit's for collection.
A. It. McKee, JR.
W. N. McKee.
June I, '90.-detw2t.
Mrs. M. E. Nolan ham opetted up a
bearding Melee at the Abernathy
place, Ninth street, near depot.










P. S. Goods sent on ap-
proval with privilege ofopen-
ing.
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA.
SUMMER UAIILW LECTURES (nine
) to •poil is SI. /11111 end Inth
Septa :ober. Hove provital of lilt sil
111 111U111111t• wilt/ design VI Pu rsui I heir stud les
at this or other Law schools; 2nd It, those
Who prOpose to read privately; slid ti, to
practitioners who Imre not had his ad so-
lace for sy.lematic Imo ruction. For circular
Pe IV. 0. l'olversity of Va.> to
PrUl. Coma. Sad Stat. Law,
Commissioner's Sale. I T. R. Hailed( a.




BY VI BTU E judgment arid 4DM r GRAcEY TOBACCO wAREHousiL
lii Cite ali rat 1.140sr. I wiltiti torOtwd tiloorrelrlOr
11111.- at the (.1/1111 -1141L1-t• door,in
Ky , the highest Wilder, at public suet lo 
1,
uiu ,or thereabout, trelittgb.t:Thneityr.oll'hionwiritudg
aL.. Specialon Ni,,NDAy, JCL% Ttli. into, at II o,clock a.
upon a credit of 12 
perrIbed property. to•wit: ranarral traets Or
parcels of land situated In 1111%10111D 1.4tunt%. T. B HANCOCK.Kentucky. near Lafayette. A tract of laud .
,...Ltit.ittatri)litawbo.rjut,o,to....1r‘ii,ile t hi knt.i1f 4.41.4a(a.)met te.ra
IS J. Tuck's It ••IllileC. W11n good dweldng
 me ar.d other necessary buildings. Thia
tract a ill be Hold Ka • whole or in 2 tracts to
suit iturchte..ere, as 11011/111/11: The towth end
of the farm to confetti 'A', tire-. lend. end
the eolith end alto re oar lie, And '.it.cr build-
ings tam contain :SW sem, Al.., a Inert of
land *It it ed wear the aboe v !nail. a II
vast impoorfrielliS 4111 It. 111141 1•1111aining
thiacres. whiclo will he .4.1 ell ticr ae s
whole or In two trio-. :is 1110, 1M. 
as
follows: That portion of this f.ritt Omni
114/1111 01 ill, Lafayette tot.I Fowl,
oil which the building. are •ituated, and 
1.•41.
11411111111 201 acree, ill be ...MI an 01W tract . a. •
that pdation of the farm lying eolith ol 116c
Lafayette and I 'taros, Illy road 11/ is Wild MO
the other. .511 of the land Shove deserdwit
 ,
111.1MCIelley or timber 4111 4.11,11 tract. ir..r the
ratrnlIng land. teen watered awl with 
a
wirehair prim the purchaser. a iti. approl.ed
5.1,10% for aurelles. must I %11%•111t1. 1.041 liar-
115 legal interest fnmi4lay of lade until pu
nt,
MIA having the force and effect ta replevin
bond. Bidders will be prcpared 1. 441111111
with
kil.NTrs /11:. tWer' IN.:110'M iitotfilmer.
R. HALLO/M. J. T. Etaw•ents, W.I. YsAsra
Commissioner's Bale.
%Hat Ian Court of C66mnion Pleas, Kell! uck y.
Christ an 10., I .111011 Turnpike Co,
AgionstR. I.. I ....it,. ̀ i I.:quit:4-
M' V I ItTITE 66t a Judgement and order of
male of tile 11111,411111 1.4111rt ..... mon Pleas
rendered at the M av term thereof, I.tser fi:initi t sahle
It biae cause, I aliaU ptiteeed to."
Mt the 1.01111.b..11... dustre. in ilopk III- me.
Ky., to the bighead bidder, at Pohl', S111114111.
4.11 isonday the 7th. day if •11111V, 1510 1•1 II
o'clock. .5. 111- orthen' talstiit. 104.1111( 1‘011111).
t 'ourt day. upon a credit 1 time months, the
following property. all:
A hon....and lot situated in 111111k ins'. ill.',
Ey...in South Main street. The lot cimtaimi
staid Ino serer of land. It tins upon it 11
'MVP. 11,111tOrfable (IWPiiIIIK 110111W, contain
log it 1'00111S N1,11 ftil lieet•balry 11111111111.1111gh
This place It elluetell In a delightful neigh-
11111 1 f or 1111.11141.1if 11.--fro Id ai ti
V1111114111, 1101111141 111 1111111(1111,V1111.. It is the
1411111V riare Wt1t.rl• Capt. SaIll T. Fox former-
ly resoled, end itt which WIIII iii Itaasila e
bow resides.
I tr mirth-6.ot II:envoi to )6rod ace Itt • mime of
money ordered JO he Insole% :11111111mi og to 55 -
132 For I lie purchase price the t/111,t WW1%
wIlb•pproced surety or sureties. must r5 t-,'u.It-
I.oui it. bearing it gal intereiat (tom dui r cf safe
until paid. and having the form. and effect of a
J thrtnent. It dders will be prepared to iina-
pt., promptly with these terms.
Maisie, Commissioner.
-
Hancock, Hallums & Co.,
--PROPRIETORS.
ci1s-'zrU1c, Teri
Attention Paid to Sampling and Selling • Tobacco
LIBERAL ADVANCES MADE ON CONSIGNMENT.
salesman, W. J. Ely, Book-Keepei
Caldwell & Randle,
-MAUFACTURERS OF
Galvanized Iron, Cornice, Window Gaps,
Cresiiei, Tin and Slate Mina and Wide Volt A i)ecialty.
-AND DEA..ERS IN-
Tinware, Glassware, Queensware, Cutlery and Lamps.
NINTH STREET HOPKINSVILLE. KY.
BRYANT 86 STRATTON BUSINESS COLLEGE
rhea, keepf eo, •hoef OUISVILLE KYIt refil jam 441.AI...11 e 1.4 and tall :la fureoliastion....
WM. 11. TURNLEV. 
En. TURNLIT.
W. H. TURNLEY & BRO..•
Tobacco Salesman




R'c never speculate directly 01 11.111.t-cl 
111 tOtAiPero. Psi ful stleiition to tt...
o.ir t'ustomejaa 141f Of.11.41111ed.
 Ad% seta made u Tudeacco ni..re,
at owner'. teen otherw








ii El. V a vegetable compound,
made entirely of roots and herbs
gathered from the forests of
Georgia, and has been used by millions
of people with the best result& It
CARE3
All manner of Blood diseases. from the
pestiferous little boil on your nose to
the worst cases of inherited teood
taint, stah &s Scrofula, Rheumatism,
Catarrh aau
5KIN • (ANCER
frratise on Blood and Skin Diseases mailed
tres 1.11Cirit cc). Attantathe
EAF42Widepereebero..114••••M•11. ••11.1.7111ak
raga Ma= ••• tom Wrlie est Wee
ETECTIVES
liaased 0 every Coro. Snood moo Oa et rade Iry oar.
roar Soros fryer I aserwes• ees 0•00r. Particulars rrye.








Clean,es rod beautinci, the hair
PTOMOICS a luxuriant growth.
Minor Faits to Restore Gray
Hair to its V sathful Color.
Y.Vonnott Ponbrotf •tnt hoer toll
bred 1111 Ol rot 1 trosetro,
ry Brvr..),lobo
sa Settee sr. 11100,0
t P"...CKAC:•; Matalf !.,V),
BEER
re. ea.. A FP 7-71Z TIM arri W
rt-tworavsre. IIRINIC In the wo 1.1
-oun toad Bpdarkling TItT IT.
Ask your Druggist or Grocer for lb.
C . E. HIRES, PHILADELPHIA.
and Whiskey Habits
cured at home with-
out pain. Book of par-
ticulars sent FILM
M.WOOLLEY.M.D.
Atlanta. 6416 once 104,5e Whitehall Ht.
TO WEAK MEN
Wining from the effects of youthful errors.
decay, wasting wsakner. lost manhood. etc.. I win
Med • valuable treatise (sealed containing full
particulars for home MM. Flare of charge. •
splen;111 medical work should reed by every
man who is nervous and debilitated Address.
Pref. P. C. WOWLEN, Noodua, Dams
FOR MEN ONLY!
moral and Nt2V01111171,11ELITY;
or LOST or TAILINO zarrsoon,
STREN61 'eak""ofB.AysadNuia.ifeeliof Errors or tereseeste Older Teen,
Moot. LOW NAM HOOD f011y 11. lo rebarreeme
StnestbeelirILAS. I CCCC LOPID01.• %%A PARTS OW 1.
Aboolobote realtre NOEL I 11 IdtallbT-Ilirolloa e Sep
Roe Leedty Mee SS LW. re Ir.. Corte.. 1101e tbeets
kemerlipthe Mot, seglamalle• 0,4 gyeet• walled peeled) frea
sums ERA AllIMCAL GO.. DUFF:LAIN. Y.
OR. RICE,
For is years at 37 Court P:ace, now at
32'2 Market Street, I jobrillp v
Bet. Third and Foorth,
• -stelarly dame ewe legany roltbed payers sod :b.




ov tho orb of terror to Jar. wort escre• I• es-
, -error re -aro, sod prodatoag are of the bi-
1. ewe drew Ibeerrena, lemdeal 0000 xelelis obis.
o ao by 0001. 01•00 et blot.. felbet. Merry 4.147-
44^10 Dow. Pteaplee on Pro, • rt.*. 4.-sety fro•ise
a.natrioa Wu. Leee at Bestial Freer 0. retro.
commie of tot .,•i, thorrob/a re p roo-
ts partway cond and vs-
•alyitareLEE7 m 0..ettn-ink,2,2
o•ne
r.k. arse keel:. eraro 405 ly cane-
It itett000 00 stably rt. • I., yea ap•rot a,es.fte
to a aria rot clissa•0 an4 orating Ursa.. •ora
007 sapirell re. am. rt. miclaat tar I. ,to fart aft.
nesonoter pear to at OW, W14•2 44 4, 1144,4414,81,4
•4.4 LAW city 0 troarrob rodelo. es ho Mal 114114 ad,
and Wry by marl or etyma say• ben.
Cares Guars:teed is an Omen
undertakes.
aortotar• peemeny or by Irsaw Pret set I •Yr.04.
C10.0 reesewe see yernepeeskees moiety oesits0s...0.
A
PRIVATE COUNSELOR
Of.° re., ent 10 say obtlyro. nerve sr id. lite trey
it,' blion• b. tor by .1. re.. to ie.,.
utile tre. e A. M. WS P. N. Reedaye, ba C. _a
TO MACKINAC
SUMMER TOURS.
PittAge SICAattrill Low Recta*.
Four Trip. per Week Breton
DETROIT, MACKINAC ISLAND
Ihrteakey, Sault St. 500. and Lake
Buren W•y Porta.
ivory Week Day Between
DETROIT AND CLEVELAND
Spier tarry Tope being boo. July, Arra 1.5.0-
Doubts Daily Line Rexween
CHICAGO AND ST. JOSEPH, MICH.
OUR ILLUSTRATED PAIAPHirTs
RAW. and Illenuret.in Tiefiars h la -1.11•14, J
by yonir Tooke, •eent, or d -yea
E. B. WHITCOLtti, C P
%Kroft lnd Ci:ve '
Large Sample Rooms.
Hess System of Call Hells.
Rates. S2 Per Day.
SHERWOOD HOUSE
en-der New mating- eio f.i.
T. C. BRE nw ELL, Proprietor,
EVANSVILLE, - IN`D.
Et 5 IFIL et- ANT ak, x. cll.
For any Laey M.134 that we can
not fit.
ESDAMES MOSS & FOSTER,





Shave 10 cents, Hair Cut 2.5 cents.
For Constable.
We ere sutorited to announce
• W. H. W Es :'
Is a candidate for the office of Constable of
the Hopkinsvilie Magisterial ilial het. Elec-tion 1st Monday In A nutlet INS).
12
711E PICIET 7ENC: Malin
L loner fro. Imprrett. told
✓eam Itseete• le tee C. S. Seery •roor 10.
✓e bre hankie al bear OWL /guru .aoldlit.
Write kr fealties se
Sirs NOM losa..ugu.pau,
Sete ave. lki• iest0.4
For Magistrate.
We are authorized to announce
HENRY Moititis
as a cstelidate for Magistrate in t he H opk I ris-
vine M igisterial District. Electio u August
4th, I sta.





JOHN W. & D. S. GREEN




Always Boilable and perSeny saga. Th.
gtroe as mod by thousands of women all over the
ITiatet orates in the Old Doctor's private aisil
practice, for PI years, and not a single lo4 Moult.
INDISPEN 1BLE TO LADE
ratans AZ as
- ren.
• B19 MEN AND WOMEN.
illase- of the Giants and (Minimise of
II hum History Tells..
At all time.. and in all countrice
kings and nobles lead a fancy for in-
cluding among their retainere either a
giant or a dwarf. sometimes both, as
Frederick the Great and his corps of
gigantic grenadiers; and in the Tower
Of London may be seen a lance and
some enormous armor of Sixteenth
eentury work, which doubtlees belonged
to sutne giant knight or treeper of the
kine's teitlyguanl. James I Intel at-
tactile] to his pehoon ft porter nailed
1Valter Panetta. &eminently 'sailed tiles
Staffordshire giant. u handsome, brave
. and strong young man. who had begun
life as a farrier. Ilis height was 7
lett 7 inches'. and his portrait ex
ists, engraved by (ilover l'arsons
lived on into the reign of Cluirlee I. and
was succeeded by another giant, Will-
iam Evans, two inches taller than hie
predecessor.
It ie a curious fact that the popula-
tion of Franee has rarely produced a
giant: Great Britain. Germany, Poland
and Switzerland carry I el the palm; teed
this may perhaps be attributed to the
prevalence hi Prance of a vegetarian
diet, which does not tend to develop to
so great an extent the growth of muscle
as does the stronger diet of meat. The
Eighteenth eentury, to judge by eon-
temporary letters and newspapers,
seems to have been more than usually
prolific in giants and giantemes.
IIoraee Walpole mentions a giant
anti giantem who were on view respect,
ively at Spire; Gardens and Half Moon
Court, Ludgate Hill. They were both,
it seems, handsome and well proper-
timed persona and without the usual
awkward ungainlinees peculiar to their
kind. At the, time also appeared a
young !Wiwi giateetss 7 feet in
height, "who was the admiration,"
said the handbills, "of the emperor of
Germany, of eight kings of Europe and
of the grand (-tar of Moscow himself."
Her appearance seems fe have been
followed in 1742 by that of tetjanus,
the famous, Swedish giant, commonly
called the "living Colowele," who mettle
over to Engiluel and established him-
self at a hou opposite the Mansion
house. Ile was son of a pastor of
toeilike
a little village itt : nlanel and stood 8
feet 4 inches hi his socks.
In 1755 London was visited by an-
other Italian giant, tuuned Bernardo
Gigli, or Gilli. who measured 8 feet
in height, and seems to have created
an immenee ,eensation by the colossal
proportions of les limbs'. But no giant
ever created oich a tune wo did Charles
Byrne. the Irish giant vt-ho was 8 feet 8
ineheo in height, DJ ill poitestased of enor-
mous strength. Ile was clever and
seread, and full of the natural wit of
hie mother country; but. tutfortunate-
ly, tee large fortune Ito rapidly gained
by Cle exhibition of himself led lihn
into hebits of glut tt ::y, and he died at
the early age of 22. leaving inetructions
that his body was to be buried at Wel .
but the college of surgeon.; in some
way obtained his oorptie for the sum of
Z800, according to certain reports, and
the skeleton was "pet up" in their mu-
eeum by William Hunter, the faInOtla
anatomist.
Shortly after Byrne's death another
Irish giant exhibited himself in Lon-
don, by name Patrick Cotter, aliae
O'Brien. Ile was so attenuated that,
tall ree he was, he appeared exert taller.
His height was 8 feet 7 inches. Feeble
and debilitated in health, he could only
walk by supporting himself on the
shoulders of two tall men walking in
front of him, resting a hand on the
shoulder of each. Many amusing stories
arQ related of him. One evening at a
Masonic dinner he took out of his
pecket the celebrated dwarf, Count
Borulawski. and set him upon the table,
to the afeenishue at of all.
Some tine' after, while staying at
Rath, he nearly terrified a night watch-
man out of his wits by taking off the top
of a street hunp and lighting, hie pipe
with the Mune. Ile was of an emiable
georeateliareeteet, but not remark-
able fur Any intellectual capacity. Since
his day to the present time London has
only seen four giants of any abnormal
height or size, 'inanely, James Tolees, 8
feet six inches in height, in 1810; Scott,
Chang and Ilerr Wickeltneir, the Bava-
rian giant.
Of gianteene. Miss Scott and Pauline
Marie Elizabeth Wedde etre the only
coloesal ladies who have astonished the
eyes of the sight seeing world. The
latter, called the Queen of the Ama
tons, was born at Ben-Rendorf, in
Thuringia, on the 21st of January,
1866, and introduced to the Londor
public at the Alluunbm in a piece en-
titled "Babe and Kole" She was
good looking, and of a Imndsome, well
proportioned figure, and numetured
about 8 feet 4 inches in height. Of her
eubsequent history and career we have
not been able to. trace any account
since her provincial tour in France,
after abetted exhibited herself in this
country. It Le a curious fact that giants
rarely exceed eat age of 40 or 45, and
few among them ever follow 'signs of
much intelleetual capacity. They are,
RS a rule, good tempered, indolent and
placid; tlwir opposite extremes, the
dwarfs. being irritable, active, clever
and ill tempered.—Irish Times.
___
Wire Fan Guard.
The new safety cage is an admirable
addition to the ordinary electric motor
fan. This guard is intended mainly to
protect the lingers of children or med-
dlers front the effect of contact with the
rapidly revolving fan. An electric fan
at full speed is cooling and comforting
on a hot day, and very pleaseng to the
eye, but it will not bear handling. —
New York Commereial Advertiser.
Backleres Arnica 41.
The Best Salve in he waited for
Cuts, Bruises, Sores, ricers, Salt
Rheum, leevet Sores, Tetter,
ehapped Hands, Corns
snd all ekin Eruptions, and positively
:tures Piles, or no pay required. It hi
euaranteed to give perfect satisfac-
tion, or money refunded. Price 2h
eente per box. For sale by H. li
Garner.
—.11111144 414.
A Great Brood Mare.
;The Dor:en:tan.;
Ella Hopkins, owned by W. A.
Sniith, Danville, Ky., is a mare that
may one day wear the laurels with
Green Mountain Maid, Beautiful
Bells and Miss Russell. She is a
black mare of much substance, by
Octoroon, dam by Aventes Alum.
In her younger days ehe was quite a
road mare and could go a three-tnin-
ute clip. She was bred by her pres-
ent owner first to a jack owned by
hia uncle, and after having a mule
colt was bred back te the same ani-
mal. Mr. Smith wanted to breed the
mare to a horse, but his father and
brothers urged that mule colts
brought more money than horse
colte, but at this juncture the jack,
whose services had been free to the
owner of Ella Hopkins, fortunately
died, says the Harrodsburg Demo-
crat. The mare's mule colts had been
smell and runty, so Mr. Smith bred
her to Abdallah Mambrine, from
which union came in succeselou
Geneva S., 2:1914; Quinine S.,2:28,2 ;
Mattle H., 2:24,Ie at three years; a
two-year-old by C. F. Clay, and a
black yearling filly 'very promlming)
by the same horse. Of these one is
already in the 2:20 list, and two
others, Mattie H. and Quinine S.,
have shown their ability to go in
this Poisson. If they should do so
the old mare would have three in the
2:20 list, and that at the age of six-
teen years. She is bred this year to
Abdallah efambrino.
Female Weakiest Positive Care.
To THE EDITOR,:
. Please Inform your readers that I
have a positive remedy for the thous-
and and oue ills which arise from de-
ranged female organs. I shall be
glad to send two bottles of my remedy
tam.: to any "lady if they will send
their Express and P. 0. address.
Yours remptfully,'Da. J. R. MARCH-




A SHEEP EATING PARROT.
A BIM That Differs from All Its Kind
In Ilea/sect to Its rood. "
A sitegular bird hes been added to
the collection in the 1.4 4ndOn Z4iological
gardene --the nitwit talked of carnieer
ens 'parrot, wheel etneines its love of ani-
mal Ilesh almost exclusively to mutton.
Aceording to the naturalists that have
emmined this rum twee it poesessee
two qualities heretofore unknowu in
birds of its species. The tine Le this
flesh eating propensity. mi exeeption to
the whole panne famity. which is fru-
givoreue living on fruits. seed, leaves,
buds and the like; and 144,V4414.1, tit° fat
that this earnivorone taate is not
ml. but acquired.
This curious bird L. the koa 1Nestor
te it a bilis ), or IIIIOBItaitl parrot, and
comes from New Zealand. Its general
&tutor of plumage is green; its length
from point of bill to extremity of tail,
21 inches; its bill. 2 inches, with upper
mandible much curved and yen. strong.
It inluthite the higher wooded glens mid
dark recceees of the mountain districts
of the 'MINOS *Isom named, and. like
the owl is generally noetuntal In I.
habits. Although the kea has been
known to ontithologiets Sallee 185G, the
abeve epecimen Le the find of its kind
that has ever been exhibited alive in
Britain. In the time of the Maine rule
la New Zealand the bird was as inn( )(Via
and !tannest* as any of the parrot
species, end It was not until the higher
tracts of the country were utilized as
sheep runs that the kea was tempted to
desert its fruit eating henite and join
the destruetive army-of the carn:vora
About leCte it war notieed that the
sheep of the uplands were euffering
from sores end swabs in the pegiou
the loins, and that almost invariably
the suffenes were theme fatteet aid
healthiest. Many discumions ensued es
to what could be the cause of this sin-
gular slate of affairs'. At last a herder
said that he believed the parrot did it,
eut was only laughed at, yet subsequent
events proved his theory the correct
one. Soon after sonic of the ehepherds
saw the feathered cannibal. seated on
the hips of a mheep helping himsel/ to a
dish of live mutton. From that day
forward the bird was known Mt the
sheep eating parrot—the feathered won-
der of the antipodee —St. Louis Re-
'public.
Ile Is 117 Tears Old.
Probably the oldest persou living in
-the state of Maryland and one of the
oldest in the country is George Murray,
a colored Mall residing at 311 Forest
street, this city. Ile was born a slave
near the site of the present town of
Centreville, on the eastern shore of
Maryland, 117 years ago Christmas.
His age is authenticated in rather a
peculiar manlier. In his younger days
he was the conapaneon and body tier
vent of his master, William Harper,
and it was not tale a tradition but a
well established fact that the two were
born in The same year. George's age
was kept by "Mars Billy," and one hal
only to go to Willem' Harper's tomb-
stone in the graveyard at Centneelle to
learn that George was born in 1772.
Baltimore Ilerald.
Cob" •Itelled Steel.
A new indreery which promisee to be-
come of vaat impurtanee is the rolling
of cold Meet bars into wire. A few
years ago wire manufacturers and met-
&Hargett' would have said such a thing
wee aa impossibility; that cold rolling
would destroy the fiber of the steel and
render the wire so brittle as to be of no
practical value. Experienee, however,
has proved thew preeoneeived notions
to be incorreet. The rolling of cold
steel wire Is now ruscomplbohed with
ease, and inetead of the wire being
weakened by the process, papetical tests
have demosestrated that I its tensile-
atrength im nearly aloubled7 In other
worda the teneile strength of hot drewn
steel wire is 5G,4G0 peunds to the armee
inch. while that of cold rolled steel
wire is 105,S00 pounds. —Chicago Trib-
une.
A Knotty Question.
A young and pretty mamma and Miss
Ethel, itgoti 5. stood in front of the
snakes in 'Central park. A big, shiny
fellow was twisting hen:self up into the
most frightful knots aposible.
"See, Ethel," maid ehe mamma, "wily
do you supper.° that snake Is tying him-
twit up into such a knot i"
"I dou't know, manna& unless"—
with a bright thought.—"he wants to
mate himself remeruber something."—
New York Eveoing Sun.
It Wm Amodio r K lad of Son.
Scientific Jones--It is wonderful
what progress hum been made in pho-
tegraphy. Even the spectrum of the
corona of the sun has been successfully
photographed.
Tommy Jones —I wonder if the pho-
tographer had to shake a rattle at the
spectrum to make it keep quiet, like he
had to when our baby was photoe
graphed.—Texas Sihings.
SplikIns Pats Ilinasolf en Reword.
'This is bhuntei tiresome," said Spil-
Una reading about the making of arti-
neje' ice. "It's bad enough for a man
to have to get out of bed at 5 o'clock
winter mominge to make a fins, with-
out makile hint liable to havite to get
up et 4 every menthe in summer te
make the ice. Ween it conies to
I'm ague'. to kick."—Racket.
No Benedict Among Them.
Checkinian—Lend ute just one little
lunar. Only a single dollar. Haven't
you tine?
Seediboy—Of course I have. All my
dollars are 'tingle. Suppose I can keep
them with they marry and multiply e-
Pittsburg Bulletin.
The First Step.
Perhaps you are run down, can't
eat, can't sleep, can't think, can't do
anything to your satisfaction, and
you wonder what ails you. You
should heed the warning, you are
taking the first step into Nervoue
Prostration. You need a nerve tonic
and in Electric Bitters you will find
the exact remedy for restoring your
nervous system to Rs normal, heal&
thy condition. Surprising results
follow the use of this great Nerve
Tonic and Alternative. Your appe-
tite returns, good digestion is restor-
ed, and the Liver and Kidneys re-
sume healthy action. Try a bottle.
Price 50c. at H. B. darneret Phar-
macy.
Hum mer Prescriptions.
The eVashington Post, attempting
to describe tile making of a mint ju-
lep, proceeds as follows: "The bar-
keeper went to work, mixed the li-
quor in proper proportions, shook the
mixture in on the cracked ice, stowed
away a slice of pineeapple, a section
of banana, pieee,of lemon aud orange,
a couple of fallen' and a strawberry
in eatsbe' jite have no personal
knowledge of mint juleps, but on
showing the above formula to an ex-
perienced native of the Bluegrass re-
gion, he had an apoplectic fit, and,
on recovering, said that a man who
would makes mint julep like that in
Kentucky, deserved to be and would
be thrown Into a horse-pond and
drowned. The mint julep Is a nat-
ive of Virginia, but bring transplant-
ed to Kentucky, grows and flouriehes
here better, even, than in the house
of its nativity. Its only rival is the
"Bullskin Flush," invented and pate
ented by that admirable old Granger,
Col. Eet METT LOOAN, Of Warren
county, who thus transmits to poet-
erity the name of the famous Shelby
county stream, on the banks of which
he spent the days of his adolescence.
The "flush': is more lengthy than the
Julep, and is said by its founder to
have finer staying qualities. It has
received the indorsement of the rned-
lea! faculty and several gentlemen of
the cloth who have used it in cases
of nervous proetration, and at the
personal solicitation of Mr. Logan
—Frankfort Capital.
We have a speedy aufl ebsileve
Cure for Catarrh, Diphtheria, Canker
Mouth, and Head-Ache, in Shiloh's
Catarrh Remedy. A Nasal Injector
free with each bottle. Use it if you
deeire health and sweet breath.




TRYINt3 To cEy BACK A TICKET. Saying Ills Prayers.
The "dead light" is the IMMO given
NOW toAters Aric fluspielow.. ; tilti air port shutters of a ship, which
to the Cottoning I ori,".e.11. aro always put in and well secured at
Three men who tif ele- !nightfall and whenever bad weather is
vatee traie et Pere /late, were alleager expected, and to ties uninitiated the
to pay the fame. The maul: of their
enthusiesie was Cult four fleece: were
dropped in the box. The man who
eniurds the ticket chopper, a ‘exel na-
tured, Lindly eyed fellow, who enew all
the men saw the four tickets go in. and
was good came "e to often to returu one
ticket. His eidorts to du this breught
out the charecteristie allieWthiete Cad
^independenee of the average New York
er Indetal, it did more than tier. It
showed several mon in a ludierous light,
their natural rune:am teatime trickery
and "bunco" were suddenly driving
them to the violent extnene of common
settee.
The ftne penson who came up tile
steps after the three was an energetic,
nervous man. Ile threw down a five
vont piece ut the window, seiztel his
ticket, and before uny one realized what
he was doing, threw it into tlw box.
Opportunity No. I het.
Ile was followed by a tall, slender
man, who had a dreamy, absent ' led
look in his eye.
"Here's our el .e," said one of the
Wee.
"Give me the ticket, Ocoee," said the
station men, extending his luuel.
But the otlwr did not hear him, ap-
parennly, for he half pushed the heed
aside, and dropping in hie ticket. me-
chanically walked alongehe platform
and gaged up into the somber skies, ut-
terly oblivious of the laughter of the
three men who were trying to contest
the ticket.
The teat man was the keeper of a
news stand. Upon his shoulder be (ser-
ried a great pile of newspapers". Ile
came driftiog along like an overloaded
barge, puehing every one before him
and in went his ticket just tis he drop-
ped hie bundle with a grunt of relief.
Following WM Cattle a short, thick
set man, with a heistile
"Give 'no the ticket, please," repeated
the guardian of the chopper, reaching
for it. The other brushed his hand
aside roughly.
••What do you mean?" he said, slairp-
ly. Three pairs of hamis were cover-
ing tho box, while three ,men were
choking with laughter.
"See here, yituag fellows," cried the
Qiort 'Mtn angrily, "you can't play any
pullet, on me. I put my ticket in the
box, and nowlwre else. I wasn't born
yesterday."
• Some one tried to explain.
"No, you don't," he mawered, look-
ing as wise ra a seer. eI don't give up
my ticket," and, forcinguside theluinds
over the bus, he dropped in his ticket.
looked down the box to make sure that
it was there, and stalked - off with the
air of a conqueror.
"Better catch the next one at the
head of the stairs,- was suggested, so
this phut was tried. It was a thin
faced, narrow eyed person who ap-
pealed this time.
"Ole of course," he said, after hav-
ing preeeted aeainet teeing stopped.
"lint mind you, I must Le aliowed to
pass. I donet care how much yiki 'skin'
the company," he added, with a wink,
"so long as I come out all right. He
insisted on holding his ticket until he
had primed the box. Then he handed
it over, saying: "1 eejoy seeing people.
beat this company, even if I can't de it
tuyeelf."
There was no use to try to explain
further. Ile had made up his mind
that the company was being elwated,
and nothing could convince lent to the
eotarary, for, :Le the station man said,
'They're a queer lot."—New leek Tri-
bune.
Do A Illzators Swallow Stones?
The helium, on the beetle' of tlw Or-
in. et river, South Anwriea, assert that
ant alligetor, previous to going ia search
of prey, always swallows a lergi, stone
that it may aenuire additienal weight
to aid it in dragging its prey neler wa-
ter. Bolivar, the traveler, related thie
to e companion, who was eoniewhat
inclined to disbelieve it; to 'prove that
there was+ really something in the
storied related by the Indiana, Bolivar
shot several while in the presence of
his friend, and Mall of them rocks' were
found weighing according to the size of
the "gator." tine immense fellow, over
seventeen feet long, had a stone in hie




A slow burning stove has been brought
out, in white the admiasion of the air
is need to modify the combustion in-
'dead of Increasing it. The arrange-
ments of the stove permit of Lighting i!
with ease, of removing the residues of
combustion, of letting it go out every
night and relighting it in the Morning
without removing the cooed -from the
hepper. The stove ie capable of burn-
ing eighteen hours without a renewal of
the charge. —New York Telegram.
Dona.) to Bo Fair.
A conduetor on a Philadelphia street
e.ar !Hui a fake fare bell concealed
under les vest, and he mede a good
steed of fares before being detected. A
detective who spotted him steer that he
played pretty fair, even if diehonest. If
there wenuellite pmeengers on a car he
rang flveTere the company and four for
leineelf.—Detroit Free Prem
Never "tickle" the feet of babes or
children. It is simply torture, and the
nervous demonstrations wlech follow
are no more evieencte of jeyous emo-
tioa than a shriek or convulsion would
be. This method of divertieg baby has
been known to end in nervous inutility
and death'.
CATARRH.
Catarrhal Deafness—Hay Fever. A
New  Treatment.
Suffer-As are not ger.erstily *aware that these
db.-sows are contagious, or that they are due
to the pressein•e of IRAN( parasites t iln-
Ins membrane of the nose and eustaehlan
tubes. ler•ocopie research. however, Inu,
proved this to be a fact, and the result of this
ollreov. ry Is that a simple remedy has been
formulated whereby catarrh, catarrhal deaf-
news anti hay fever are permanent') cured In
from one to three simple applications mude at
home by the patient once lis two weeks.
N. II e-Thls treatment Is not a emit?' or •n
'ointment ; both have been discarded by repu-
table physicians as injurious. A pamphlet
explaining this De W treatment Is sent free, on
receipt ol stamp to pay postag•-, by A. II.
Dixon & Son, 3167 and :tie West K ng St., To-
nostss, Cassada.-Cbristian Advocate,
SafTers rs frdm Catarrhal troubles should




W. II. Wilson, Abdallah l'ark,
Cy:Weans, Ky., hats purcletsed from
Mrs. A. P Hopkioeville, Ky.,
the bay mere Colon dant of Sinittio-
colon, four-year-old record 2:29e2,
and Petchrnore, three-year-old record
2:32), by Strathmore 408; second dam
Coral (dam of Coralloid, three-year-
old, record 2:i2), by Clark chief 89;
third dam (dam of Callean, 2:34, sire
of F. Clay, 2:18; Coaster, 2:2614,
and Cyclone, 2:2311, he the sire of Dr.
Sparks, two-year-old record 2:1Vi), by
Cassius M. Clay, Jr. 22. Siie In
foal to Sinutione, 2:e14, tile sire of
Simaticolon, 2:291,. Ile also pur-
chased a chestnut yearling colt by
Gordon 3127 (son of Onward, out of
the dam of Cyclone, 2:31 1,, by Ham-
let, etc.) dam of the colt Colon, as
above.
The New Diseevery.
You have heard your friends and
neighbors talking about it. You may
yourself be one of the many who
know from personal experience just
how good a thing it is. If you have
ever tried it, you are one of its
staunch friends, because the wonder-
ful thing about it in, that when once
given a trial, Dr. King's New Dis-
covery ever after holds a place in the
house. If you have never used It
and should be afflicted with a cough,
cold or any Throat, Lung or Chest
trouble, secure a bottle. at Once and
give it a fair trial. It is guaranteed
every time, or money refueded.
Trial Bottles- Free at 11. B. Wiener's
Pharmacy.
WW1 L_ ie.ry for Pitcher's
order t put in the dead lights carne.
more or Ices of the eisagneuble with it.
The story is told of a gentleman com-
ing &rowel Hatteras when it was blow-
ing half a gale of wind with consider-
able sea, who, upon hearing theferder
to put in the dead lights, rualled off to
his berth in a fever of repentance and
began Haying his prayere, or at least
what he thought were his prayers, with
suet' ntpidity and in so hitel a voice as
to annul hie next door neighbor, who,
thinking that sonnethhat must eertainly
be the matter with his friend, whom he
had never before known to go to the
length he had then reached, rushed
Mee the other's room to find out what
it war' all about, and was still more as-
tonished to find out that it was not his
prayers; but the Greek alphabet he was
repeating. Fear and hurry to prepare
for the next world had proved too much
ler a faithful adherenee to what was
taught him in his Sunday school days,
although upon his friend's intrueion lie
said: "The ship is going down, and
len praying to be eaved."—New York
People Who Are Afraid of Death.
Auotlier remarkable fart is Hutt people
who attempt suicide and fail are MID, set
always afraid to die. When I was a
young doctor in a hompital we used tes
sometinew play pranks on men brought
in who had a tendency to kill them-
selves. I neon a very Interesting came
which hapix.nal not long ago. A man
was carried into the institution who had
attempeel twice in one day to centime
suicide.
" 'Let us see,' soitl I to fillOther phase
teen, how badly nee nian wants to
die.'
"I handed him a harmless mixture,
ef which he gave the man a good done.
I turned quickly around, enatched the
bottle out ef his head and Paid, too that
the would be feticide could he'ar me:
" •My God; doctor, you have killed
that Mall. (let tile stomach pump at
once.'
"The Mini, who only a few hours be-
fore had tried to :take his own life, in-
sumtly became Neared to death at the
tlwught of hieing it. Ile begged like a
good fellow to be saved. I have never
known it to be otherwiee that if a per-
eon fails to take his own life he is afraid
to low' it by accident."—Interview in
New York Star.
A Wealthy New York Janitor.
Meinlpers of the tine of Drexel, Mor-
gan & Co. and their chief clerks have a
need little 'uncle-room in the basement
of their buildings at the corner of
Broad and Wall streets. This, firm, to-
gether with that of Henry Clews& Co.
and the Mereantile National. Continen-
tal and lineulway National banks, are
supplied with dinners by a veneraele
colored man. JUBleb W. Mars, who has
been in the blueness for twenty years
and made a fortune out of it. 'Mars
and his wife and three colored assist-
ants manage to furnish two or three
hundred men with lunch and take care
of two buildings of which he is janitor,
and is reported to be( worth .250,000.
—New York Press.
A Wondt rful Transformation.
Ailaielpole, the larva of a frog, has a
tail and no legs, gills instead of lungs,
a /wart preenely like that of a tede
horny beak for eating vegetable food
and spiral intestines for digesting it.
\Veit the approach of maturity tile hind
leg4 teepear. then the front ones, the
beak falls oil, the tail rind gills waste
away, the lungs ere created, the digest-
ive apporatus is changed to suit the an-
imal diet, the Evart bettotties septilian
in type by tee soiditien of another :oh
ride. In fart, skin. musette, nerves tied
bl000Teveesels vanish. being absorbed
atom by atom, while a pew set Le being
suiraituted. —St. Louis [nimble..
finial: hit% the Barometer Stone.
A Finland nowspaeer mentions a cu-
t-hate ',tome the northern part of that
comer,. .whielt serves tles people in-
stead of a barenteter. Titis stone.
which they call ••Ilimileitir." turns,
• er blackish gray. When foul
weather ie aitprteschitig; fine weather
Ita.s the effect of turning it ahnost
white. The FillitS regard the etone
with superstitious reverence, but the
scientists may that its changes in color
are due to salts contained in its eompo-
mitioet.
The Price Is Down.
A man in Chicago OWlitl the sleigh
which Napoleon traveled in when get-
teer out of Russia in 1812, but when he
offered it for sale the other day no one
wanted to give over in for it. The
mania IMS pawed, and your great-
gramdmothees best teapot would hard-
ly fetch the price 4' bushel of latS. —
Detroit Free Pro-es.
In Massachtmetts the birth rate of
the native population is 18 per 1,000,
wlele that of the foreign population is
more than 51 per 1,01e1, which is con-
siderably legher than that of any other
country. The proportion of deatla
among the foreign born, as compared
with the natives, is one to three.
Mudiee great library hi London has
put into circulation gime its foundation
nearly 4.000,000 books. An atinual
ticket costs a guinea, and for this sum
a diligent reader can peruse books that
it would cost him ebout 111,000 to buy.
The total length of the streets, ave-
nues, boulevards, bridge., quays and
thoroughfares of Paris is set down at
600 miles, of which nearly 200 are
planted with trees.
contagious Blood Marasco.
Uleers, sores. pimples. Itch salt rheum
,•tc, are evidence of csintaglotes 1,1,, al disease.
It ix manifestly duly to eradicate blood &d-
oom from the system by a one B. B. B, (Botan-
ic id Holm,. thus enabling the sore places
to heal. and thereby removing all passibility
of "Owl: lilelithers of the fatally 1.4.0111114
likewise ssettleted. Send to Blood !Ulm Co..
A tants, Oa., for book that will covioce.
J. H. Outlaw. 51t. N C., writea: "1
hied running sores OP Illy ntIOUlders and arms.
One bottle II. It. It. etired me entirely-
Johnston. lie'mont Station, Miss.,
writts: "B. B. U. has worked on me like a
charm. My heed and body wan covered
with sores. and my hair c lllll e out but IL B.
.hemled me quit.kly."
W. J, Knoll!). Hutchins. Tessa, writes: "B.
B. B. ham cured my wife of a large ulcer on
iser leg that demurs and all other medcine
mold not cure."
M..I Rosomtan, a prominent merchant 01
Greenshom, Oa., writes: "I know of several
eases of bio,si dIsesuse speedily cured by IL B.
H. Two bot tles, eti red a lady of ugly wrotuioa"
skin mores."
W.C, Itirehmora & Co.. Maxey, (la.. writes:
"R. IL II in euring Mr. Robert Wal•I •,l
blood points!) effected • one of most Won-
derful cures that t•ver came to our kuow-
ledge."
'Squire Henry Morris and Mr. W.
S. Davidson have been eppointed to
the magieterial vacancies lu the new
districts oceasioued by the refusal of
Meseta. Holland and Cooper to iterve.
The former gentleman has served in
this capacity before mei his integrity
and ability are well-known. Mr.
Davidson is well qualified for the
duties, and will certainly make au
acceptable officer. Both gentlemen
received their commissions to-day,
and will qualify at once. They will
both offer for re-election in August,
and will eertainly merit endorse-
ment. Mr. W. H. Wrist has also re-
ceived his commission as constable
for the new dietricts. This is a wiee
appointment, and as Mr. Wemt is a
caudidate for office in August le par-
icularly apropos.
"HACKMETACK," a lasting and
fragrant perfume. Price 2.5 and 50
cents. WYLY & BURNETT.
INNOCENT EUGENE ABROAD.
Field Visits Fields and Writes
to the rola• at Home About It.
Just before leaving England for Glee
many I went down to Bunten Fields to
see tile graves of four very great men--
Bunyan lie Poe, Watts and Moon.
'ehe cemetery is a curious spot, am full
of interest its it is full of boners—the
;maw orig. Ily was Bone hill. One
hundred and twenty-five pensons have
been buried here. Ritsona grave can-
not be identified; the antiquary re-
quested thet no mound or slab should
be raised above him, and that wish has
been complied with. "lie was buried
somewhere in this eorner"—that is all
the information the guide has to give,
lee Fee's grave is marked by a stanch
obelisk. for which les youthful readers
have laid A comparatively new monu-
ment stends over Bunyan.' grave; the
•ed slab was fairly hacked to bits and
earried away by relic hunters.
"I faulty:* said I to the guide, "that
tuany of ifly countrymen visit ties saint-
ly spot r
"Oh, yee, sir," said he; "they come
here in droves during the season."
"Can it be peeleible." I asked, "that
this cemetery ham a season. the same as
seaside resorts and water curee haver
"Oh. no." he answered; "I mean
that they come here in summer, for in
the summer mostly Americans come to
leagland.e
"I am proud," said I, "to know
that my countrymen are disposed to
!iay the tribute of their reverence and
„geection to the memories of these saint-
ly dead. Could you tell me which of
thew hallowed spots they seem to seek
eut more particularly? Either Bunyan
or Watts would be likely to appeal to
the average American, I suspect."
"No, sir." replied the guide; "how
they find out about it I can't may, but
nearly all of 'eta cotne to see the tomb
of that lady over there, and they al-
ways 'mike a'aopy of the epitaph."
I proceeded to the "pot designated.
It was the grave of a worthy but not
:meted lady, who 'en sixty-eight months
was tapped sixty-seven times" and "had
266 gallons' of water taken from her,"
all of which she endured "without re-
pining at the dispensation of an inscrut-
able lerovidence."
Acrom the street from Bunten Fields
is the cluipel behind which Jolm Wesley
lies buried. Over his grave stands a
simple shaft (erected in 1840, I think),
upon which is Inscribed as touching, as
eloquent and as dignified an epitaph as
I ever read. This whole locality has
an inexpressible charm; here, in the
heart of a populous city and girt about
with vice, is a quiet tittle tract where,
in the pretence of the master minds of
our faith. we may commune with the
sweetest of memories.
The unpleaeant feature of it all is
eiat as you leave the spot you are
ovooped down upon by a hawk nosed
female who inveigles you into a sert of
lodge and worries you until you pay
her two ehillings for miseries of twenty-
four pictures purporting to illustrate
the life of Wesley.
"You'll come down to-morrow and
attend toerviee. won't your' asked this
eld griffin.
"Inasmuch as I live about five miles
due west of here," said I, "it is likely
thet If I attend service at all I shall at-
tend service where a cab fare of two
ind six is not involved."
"But arteet you a Nonconiformist
diviner' she asked.
••eltultune." mid I, seriously, "I have
been mistaken at different thnes for Sol
Smith Rweell, Nat Goodwin, Ilarry
Dewy and Bill Nye. but never yet have
I been told that I looked like a preach-
er. No. my good seder in Adam. I am
not a clean-man-1 fUll by predestina-
tion. preordination', prepossession, pre-
dilection fuel proftaaion an ungodly
newspaper num."
"leer' me" she exclaimed, and a
shade of diaappointinent crept into her
voice. "thinkin' you was a divine I
knocked off sixpence on them pictures!"
—Eugene Field in Chicago News.
-----
A Modern David and Jonathan.
leeween Biehop Potter and Corne-
lius Vanderbilt there has long exiA.ted a
very affectionate mid sincere friend-
ship, and their intimary has been lik-
ened unto that of historical record be-
tween David and Jonathan. Mr. Van-
derbilt continually accompanies the
bishop hi his local tours of ministra-
tion,. especially when the service is
confirmation at the public ins1::•:tions
or the Sailors. Ficiatie eeepel, and is
the quiet, secret benefactor under the
bishop's advice in tunny eases. The
two men are congenial and en rapport
to a degree not usual between layman
and high priest, and, viewed either
spiritually or finaneially, who shall say
it is not a happy combination 1—Cor.
Chicago Post.
Oueer Taste in the Matter pf Flab.
"There is no accounting for taste's,"
said a veteran trout tisher to a reporter.
"1 was at the Fair street depot to see a
friend off, when who should conie along
but a man residing in tIm town of Den-
ning. with a huge string of bulthesule
.es he owns a mile of the nnest trout
stream in the town. and the stream
flows near his door, I was surprised at
the sight. 'What are you going to do
with them bullheads(' we asked. 'Eat
'em, of course. What do you s'pose I'd
do with 'etnr"Got plenty of trout up
your way, ain't your we asked. 'Yes,
lots of 'am; but of all fish that swims
the water give me bullheads.' "—Kings-
ton Argus..
A Bad Boy.
"That boy's a natural thief. I know
of but two things he won't take."
"What?"
"Advice and ood liver oil."—New
York Sun.
Kays the Southern Medical World:
"Mother's Friend" is growing In
favor throughout the South and is
highly recomtnended by physicians.
We consider it indispensable to those
who know they must pass through
the ordeal of eltild-birth. Write
Bradfield Reg. Co., Atlanta, Ga , for




Sales by Wm. H. Turnley & Mo., of
the Elephant Warehouse, Clarks-
ville, Tenn., for the , week endiug
June 12, 1800 of lee Hogsheads as
fol lows :
lihdte fine leaf $13 00 le 00.
7 blobs. good leaf 11 00 10 50 10 50
10 25 10 00 9 e0 9 75.
29 Ithde. medium leaf 8 00 60 8 40
2.5 8 10 7 7 75 7 617 60 7 40 7 30 7 30 EVANSVILLE.% I.YD.,
7 el 7 e5 7 25 7 00 6 95 6 95 6 NO 6 60 6 60
6 50 6 54) 6 50 6 30 6 :Li 6 10 6 On.
40 hlids common and low leaf ei 95
5 90 5 SO 5 80 5 60 5 60 5 50 5 40 5 40 5 401
5 40 5 25 5 25 5 2.1 5 25 5 '...1115 10 5 10 5 at
5 00 5 00 4 80 4 74 4 70 4 70 4 70 4 60 4 60
4 60 4 60 450 4 40.4 40 4 30 4 25 4 el.) 4 00
4 00 3 75 3 70.
9 nhds. good lugs 5 50 4 75 4 40 4 10
4.00 4 00 3 9.1 3 50 3 40.
15 hilds. medium lugs 3 30 3 25 3 20
30030030U2e0e50250250240 240
2 40 2 30 2 30.
114 Enid.. common lugs and trash
2 2.5 2 Al 2 10 2 10 2 00 2 00 2 00 2 00 2 00
2 Ot. 2 00 2 00 2 00 2 00 2 00 2 00 2 00 2 00
2 tO 1 9e 1 75 1 80 1 75 1 00 1 50.
Marble Works
SAMUEL HODGSON
—Importer and Manufacturer of—
GRANITE AND MARBLE MONUMENTS
F. II, firTIA)W, of Hopkinsville. is my 'solicitor for the sale of work.
The best tn /aerial and moot artistic work at the lowest priems•snia
SAMUEL HODCSON.
Union Tobacco Warehouse.
East t'onielerce Street, Near Passenger Depot, CLAR VILLII.
gereeteme lova noosnaeow UNION TOBACTIT ARISHOUBE
DIRECTORS AND OFFICER&
 :a: 
A. Y. GOODPASTURR, Pres'i„  Bt. LoUslisimnst„ Tem).
A. E. GARDNER, Secretary, 
. BROWDER, Vied-Freon, 
DreadisOimm esidn, Tot nY.
M. Notate, Woodford, Tenn. 
BILL, alas. Ky. 
W. W. COLL Olmstead, Ky,  Eitieutivo Committee.
1. . Fo KT l . ... Adams Station, Tenn.
J .1 BLAKELY, 
ROBY. BODGES.  
Oracey, K .
Lamsano, ky.
I.. A. Jona, 
I.. H. %Yuri's, 
Mocitk‘obot,,Teico;..
W. D. Msalwaersalt, 
e. P. WARFIXLD, . aapertateneent, eierksCiluvtilbirlee,'Tetys.
Cash advanced on Tobacco In store, bill lading or in the bands of responsible Larsen
All Tobacco insured while in store at the expense of owner, except where there is to ad-
vane, and then without written ordera.not to Insure. Close attention given to sampling asd
willing, and prompt remittance made.
AT THE PARK.
.
I desire to Kay to the fartnersof tine and adjoining counties, that the stal-
lions named below will make the season of 18t10, at the Driving Park, ender
my supervision. Au examinanon ef thetas stallions will convince you that
it is to your intereet to breed to the beet smelt.
Respectfully, P. H. MeNANEY.
BONNIE IIIIBLETONIAN. EDON, NO. 3127.
Intmei ertots -A deep chestnut. hands,
• style anti, speed and in every particular
grandest stock horse ever in the country.
Enioteez—By Met'urey's Ilanibletonlan
. :34,2. by Harold 1st Dam Belle, tile Lsam of
Nutwood 2:1107, Wedgewood 2: Noontide
2120, , and many others in the 2:110 list.
Bonnie's, Damn Katie Lee (thoroughbred; by
Rochester, he by Imp. Bonnie Scotland. Ist
Darn Ludy Lancaster, '2,1 Dans Kate by Lee
Paul.
Taxma-W111 make the Season of MOO at
twenty dollar. the 'season. If mare proves
not in foal or barren, money will Ise refunded
when the fact Is detz.rmined, or VIO to insure
a mare In foal. Note payable 1st of August
will t•e accepted in lieu of cash, for season's
eery lees.
th
W. T. RADFORD, Prest.
Demnterriom-The stoutest made. beat
boned 3 oung stallion in Kentucky. Bay
intrek, fouled May 12th. ISM. bred by Cali‘ M.
M. Clay, Paris Ky.
Panwaaa-9Ired by Onward, record 2:Y4
sire of Hourt 2:17, Shadelan i Onward 2:210,s
•nd 2t, others In 2:50. 1st dam Csiplel, 10air
of Cyclone 2:2714, sire of Dr Seerks 1 yr. oirl
2:25',.; by Hamlet 160, sirs of 7 in 2:11e. Midas.
Favorite by A bdu I la h glee of 001aggiallgb
Maid 2:14 and 5 other. In 2:SO. Sd dam ay
Mainbrino Chief 1 l, sire of Lissy Thorn
and 5 others In 2:30. 4th darn by Crowder,
5th dant by Grey Eagle. 6th distil by Whip.
Service fee $50.110 by the Reason, with lb
usual return privilege
•
RILEY ELY, Sec. and Treas.
HEADQUARTERS
 R G
-AM the Old Reliable
City  :-: Pharmae
We t-et to intorin the public generally that our stock is new a rid complete, and aro
prepared to furnish the public a lib all kinds of
DRUGS, MEDICINES, CHEMICALS, PAINTS,
OILS, VARNISHES, GLUES, AND
DRUGGISTS' SUNDRIES.
Also the largest aud mole complete stock of Miscellaneous, Blank Books,
School Books and School Supplies, ever brought to this city.
Specialties in Ink, Letter and Note Paper, Envelopes, Visiting Card*, and
all kind,' of Fancy Stationery, and iu fact everything required to
equip complete, a first-class 1)rug Store, at prices that defy
competition.
Prescriptions carefully compounded by the old reliable Pharmacist, N.B.
Garner, whose experience of 30 years sea Pharmacist ie sufficient to warrant
satisfaction. We respectfully invite the public to call and examine fot
themsel vete No trouble to show goods and quote prices. Don't forget the
place, No. 7, Main Street City Pharmacy.
THE H. B. GARNER DRUG CO.
Successors to H. B. Ga;ner.
a
FRANK FISCHER,
The Tailor AND Draper,




To Executive Committee F. & L.
le, of Christian l'o.: The members
of Executive Committee are hereby
requested to meet at County Business
Ageute, office, on Saturday, June 21,
at 10 a. tu. Please be sure and attend
as important business is to be trans-
acted. Fraternally,
J. N. el frerCALFE, Cletu.
Ex. Com. F. & L. U. of C. C.





(Eli AV) RPOR T BEE
Made from Pure Malt and Hops. Warranted Strictly Pure
Kept in Quantities on Ice and Can be Furnish- -
ed on Short Notice.
JAMES GARITY, Ag't, Hopkinsville, Kv
BRYANT & STRATTON BUSINESS COLL
d'..e LOUISVILLE9 K
Book Keeping. Short Howl, Telegraphy.
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win01.1 1= 000 ///tg Wray ifor adorn Abe or eon
roroll•10seerial alma Sylla iteNt ea elike-11110 et 0
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Aelnee L C. ALUM • 00. •t. %scare. MAWS
SAYRE FEMALE EILIF.f
A select basedias and day mimed for yowl. ladle&
I ,scorpersilling la Lae. For twenty gears wider tro
entorgo a the pretest Principal. Kindergarten.
rotiaary. Aradoolo and Collegiate Departments.
An. Mask, Modern Languages, mut full t untwi-
st* opera.. reeve: aradeas Neealler Anaareesuriesa. Large grounds and butldlags.witk
teepertor apparatus for claw! I astrUction. N u other
„A wooed's, limited to thirty-six. For catalogue
eptir LO Nis PrilmolgoL
."2 FTT Al N
only CalrfollIM and Italmaiaal Cure
far Cans sad_ _ _Few Interndatent. Remittent,
MOM and Mahuial Fever, Dtunb Ague,
littaimip lever and all Diseases origivaung
tam a Torpid Liver or Malaria.
Perfectly harmless. contains so Arsenic
er QUIlinkto and can be given to Lim moot
thilicatc person with perfect safety.
As atonic for Tired Feeling, Loss of Ap-
onte. Hoadac-ho, Nervous Depresakm and
Low Spirits originating from Malaria. it stands
Mani aod without a Parallel.
PfRICE. 441.00 Per Ilottk
tog Druggias preirelte.
js C. MENDENHALL & CO.,
PLR rlIoestrroeS.
lelIANSTILLE, /ad., /6. A.
For sale by II (4 sr
mAi; I it-,
TIM LADIES' FAVOR ITC.I
IIINVER OUT OF ORDE.-.1.
If' yestesses to purclusesecwiniz rest bine,
tisk eminent m your place fur te1"11. anti
you cannot find our ageet, write
=liessueseadarer to you beice named.




t tafilktfin. wEiraks SONIVAWICCI 
AGEN WANTED
Address, H. A. LOZIER &CO.,
340 Superior st., Cleveland.
ft
fkiiiejspy,"pausal rygTENS_402 v. 514 LAII1FTP







A farm of 70 acres. 21, miles south
of Hopkinsville, Ky. Improve-
ments, and 2 room frame house and
cellar, barn, stable for 14 head of
stock, 50 acres in grape, all in a high
state of cultivation. Terms easy. All
lime stone land.
Fos SALE.
A Farm of l'Al, belee, 2,  miles east of
Hopkinsville on the Russellville pike. 41)arms in gnu's, 15 acres In timber and in a
high 41110. of cultivation and uader good
form, improvements, dwelling 5 rooms,
stable, ba-n, orchard, terms easy and good
regimen for selling
A farm at Pon P. 0., of IP) sires. All goodnum. Bloating, storehouse and school-hotter. Impmvementsall new. Will 'sell ata bargain or exchange for city property in thecity's( Hopki nay I le.
A tract of land situated at Crofton
otintaining 1:_a) acres, 10 acres in-
of corporate limits of Crofton,
80 owes cleared and uoder a good.
feel*, and 40 acres in good timber.
Good dwelling and all necessary out-
buildings and large shedded barn
suitable for tobacco or stock. A well
' of lasting water convenient to house
and barn. Will sell at a bargain.
A farm of acres, situated
miles south from Hopkinsville, Ky.,
on Cox Mill road. Improvementa
good. 115 acres cleared and 10 acres
in tilpber
Flir sale, lots in Stites' addition to
Hopkinsville, Ky. These tote are
well located and are situated west
sad east of R. It. :rack.
McPherson lots situated on south
side of 15th St., bookinsvill• Ky.
11 desirable loos ror sale. Situated
on east side of ClarLeville in
Hopkineville, Ky.. belinging to the
Wallace heirs, and be.ng a pars of
Sharp addition to the city of Hop-
A farm of 105 aeres 3 miles east of
Crofton, all limestone land, well im-
proved, sell at a bargaiti.
400 acres of land 8 utiles south of
flopkinsville, Ky., fo- sale. Im-
revement good anti laud that-class.
Terms rearonabl.
dwellings on Elm Street for sale.1 a 4 4 I
1. 
• Brown " " "
" East of Clarksville St., for
iug west side of Virelnla St.
" east " " Z.{ 4 4
Building lots well located in any
part of the city.
3 dwellings on Elm St. at a bargain.
I dwelling.on East Liberty Street.
1 dwelling on East side of Virginia St.
I dwelling near Clarkeville St.
• 1 dweittlig on West side of S. Vir. St.
I residence on N. Bryan St., Hop-
kinsville, Ky.. 8 rooms and all ueces-
wiry ont-buildings. Terms easy.
1 residence on West ride of North
Main Bt., Hopkinsville, Ky., 6 rooms
and all necessary out-buildings.
Will Bell at a bargain.
FOR RENT.
The F. T. Gorman place; ou North
B.
dwelling on Campbell St.
id 
" 10th and Clarksville St.
" South side Ath St.
4 4
" Elm St.
room house, Tenth and Clarks-
street. Price $12 per month.
RsisT—A neat house and lot
seraer of Liberty and 10th Ste.
INSURANCE.
o write all classes of fire
tornado insurance and
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